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Preface

TwRe ARB NOW about 220 million hectares (ha) of irrigated land in the world,
representing about 15 percent of the total cultivated area. Of the 220 million
ha, 158 million ha, or 72 percent, are located in developing countries. 'Ihe
irrigated area in these countries make up 20 percent of the totalcultivated area.
In production teams the significance of irrigated agriculture is even greater,

In South Asia, for example, yields per hectare obtained from irrigated cereals
average between 1.5 and 2.25 times as much as from those on unirrigated lands.
More than half of the region's total foodproduction comes from irrigated lands.
In the 19609 and 1970s. when the increase of cerealoutput in these countries
was running at an impressive 3.4 percent per year, more than two-thiidsof this
growth was attributed to irrigation.
Not surprisingly,the developing world has made massive investments in the
development of new irrigation schemes and in the rehabiliation of older
schemes. Several developing countries with irrigation potential have devoted
over three-fourths of their public spending for agricultureto irrigation projects.
Worldwide investment on the scale of US$10 billion per year is often cited by
irrigation professionals. Overall the payoff for these investments has been
high. In its absence, it is doubtful whether the tremendous gains in food
production achieved over the past two decades would have been possible.
Despite the importance of irrigation in sustaining food production, most
irrigation systemsareperformingfarbelow theirpotential. This i s m e whether
performance is measured in terms of achieving planned targets, or in terms of
the prcduction potential created by the physical works. In other words, most
ix
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of the benefits of irrigation development have smmmed fmm the magnitude of
the investment, not from efficient and productive systems.
In Latin America, some 11million hectare8 or8.1 prcmtof the totalarable
areaisclassifiedmimigatcd. Three-fourthsofthisansisinnonhwestMexiw,

the Peruvian coast, some parts of central and southan Brazil,the valleys of
central Chile, and the Andean ngkm of Argentina, in which irrigated
agriculture. haa traditionally bean the only viable. form of cmp cultivation. In
conhast to other parts of the world, there.has barn little groundwaterirrigation
in Latin America, and watmfnrm thcgteatrivcrbesins of the Amszon. the
Parana, and the Orinaco is not used to any significant extent.
Although the total extent of irrigated agriculture in Latin America is
rehtively small compared to that of Asia and represents less than 5 w e n t of
the total worldwide irrigated land. the potential for i n d g the area under
irrigation is great. Thus. within the last decade, several Latin American
couneies have proposed ambitious p h for expanding their irrigated m.
However, 85 a result of recent financiel difficulties. it is unlikely that those
plans will be fuuy implemented in the foreseeable future. This fact, togethw
with the disappointing performance of existing systems. has led to i n c d
interest in improving the management and performance of those project8
already in place.
The International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMr) is an inttmational
research, haining and information institute headqwtmd in Colombo, Sri
Lanka which aims to strengthen national effm to improve and sustain the
pzfof irrigation systems in developing cwntries.Throughcollaboratiw
programs that involve national agencies responsible for irrigation and
agriculture together with research and haining institutions,IIMIasism counpieS
in the identification of constraints to improved irrigation management and
ways to alleviate these shortcomings. Over the next few years IIMI hopes to
initiate such collaborative programs with Latin American institutions to
complement similar activities in Asia and Africa.
As afust stage in developing these programs, IIMI and the International
Commission on Irrigation and hainage (ICID) are co-hosting a special
session on Irrigation Management in Latin America during the 14th Intunational Congress on Irrigation and Drainage in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil on 4 May
1990.
To prepare for this session. IIMI has invited seven selectedexprtsfmm
Latin America to writepapers descrihing the present situation of irrigation
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management in their own counties in the context of o v d irrigation
management issuesin theregion. This volumecon$ins theseven p~ppa
identifying problem 8re.u and areas where the potential for improvement
seems great. The fmt four papn deal with reg.ionaI issues: orpast has
addressedtheoverallstawsofirrigationmanagwnentinLatinAmsricaand~
porential for social and economic benefit h u g h management impmvcmcnt;
Bemanoux has studied the socicemnomic aspMs of irrigation in five Latin
American countries; Cicaglini has reviewed the irrigation systems in We
countries of the southem cane of Latin America, pointing out the systcms'
main characteristics. administrative organization and legal- support structure.
level of farmer managment and 0th relevant information: and Canelo
identifiesa number of amstraints mat nsuhin lowa h n anticipated perfomancc
of irrigation systems. The remaining three papers by Novaes, Gmia and
Palacios describe in more detail irrigation management and training issues in
Brazil. Colombia, and Mexico.

Chapter 1

IRRIGATIONMANAGEMENT
Carlos J Grassi

SUMMARY
IN LATINAMENCA.
expansion of the irrigated am has slowed down,but food
requirements have increased with the growing population. The economic and
financial crisis is a serious limiting factor. The author analyses the factors that
will improve economic and social conditions using management techniques
that enable an effiiient use of existing irrigation systems. The current status of
irrigation systems is examined on the basis of the definition of irrigation
management developed by IIMI. The analysis focuses on underutiliition of
irrigation systems, inadequacy of irrigation policies, slow institutional
development, poor water management at field and system levels, performance
parameters for irrigation systems,f~cingofinigationsenices,infrashucture
and institution management, and staff training.

INTRODUCTION
In Latin America the development of irrigation srarted with the establishment
of perennial systems in the arid zones of Argentina. Chile, Mexico, and Peru
where there was no possibility of agriculturewithout it. In the past 30-40years,
supplemental irrigation systemshave been established in the tropics to alternate
irrigated crops with rainfed crops.
1
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TbeWirrigated areais 15 million ha, with an annual increaserate of about
0.25 miluonhaReceoUy,however.thisu~hassloweddwm,etTicicncy
of cxistiq irrigation systcmshasalsodeclined.Scvual fackmhavemnuibuted
to this situation: the economic and financi crisis, low marLat value of local
agricullural products. and the high a t of irrigation dewlopment In Mexico,
for example, this has led to stagnant yields and the establishment of uupa with
low added value (Olivares. 1986),
These factors are partly respoosible f c r a d e m i o m h of the infmmctun
andsaviccS.undenmb
’ ’ tion of irrLgatcdland,ine&ient useofresources,and
the resulting dhatisfactica with and loss dinin higation. There is a
need to inproduction tluoughbeucr system management, in order to
impmve thc economic and social benefits for a growing population. But the
much-needed investments in inhsuucture can only be procured once irriga~

i

s

~

a

s

asactorforpublicinvestment
~ ~ v e
(carmthen. 1988).

MANAGEMENT VERSUS ADMINSTRATION
An idgation system is canposed of a set of physical clemcnts, people, and
ways of using water, land and Veirous inputs to product crops under CMtain
conditioasand without advase effectson theenvironment.The system has two
compomts: the “hardware,” including the natural environment and physical
%yam(hydraulic infrasuuctureandnetworl). and the “software.“ consisting
of irrigation operaticns and sgvices. The successful performance of a system
depends as much on the “software.” as on the “hardware.” But the existing
sysfems depend more on the magnirude of mvesbnent than on managemenr
Irrigation managanent has bcen deWby IIMI(1988) as “the pmeas by
wbichorOanizationsorindividualssettheobfeErivcsofasystwn;
determineap
propsiste conditions:identify, mobilize, and use m u r c e s to attain the objectivor: and ensure that all the activities are carried out without any adverse.
effects.”

Inigation-relatedactivities are generally limited to two professions: civil
cnginedng and agronomy. lhis is too resaictive to cncompars what is
dehed as management. Other disciplines should be integrated to

IRRIQATION MA4AGWEtfl'
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understand the system as a whole. with its various domains, dimcnsionS. and
linkages (chambers,1988).
In Latin Amaica the current situation stems from the fact mat inigarion h

admhistatdnotmanaged.Administnrtinismainlygaeredtowsrdpmaintaining ths status quo whems management attemptsto changeit (Jayaweera, cited
by Svendscn, 1988).

IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT AGENCIES
Following mC land reforms in the o h systems. facua was shifted from
i n d pmductivity to Ihe greater social bcncfits. Fmject output was
jeqmlhi by ariws arom in the land refwm opedon. This suggests the
need to &qmulate the lend tenure and docation system.
Tha amtun of higahn agmiea varies sccording to their particular
chrsctaisticsand legal framewcuk. They range from public sector agencies
that finance Mgation with state funds to water-user associations with their
own eifnKce&
~dypmof~~-andmecawm
. n~a ni t n ~ ~ i
inaeaseafrom nationalto regional andloeallevels. In allcsscs. thc sgarcy
at the national level is a public body attachedto a ministry or state secrez~na
't
At the local level (higation system or district) yscl psaiCipation through
district committees and users' couacils incnases. although m e central
government agencies are still predominant. as in Venezuela
Usa paticiption helps to ensure better respect of users' rights for a more
equitable distribution of water. It helps to maintain a certain inacpendence
from external influence&The system b b c n c f i t s from uaas'expcricnccand
can count on their direct conmiution to opaations and maintenance. User
participation thus guarantee# a more efficient use of water m m .

--

LarinAmaicahapmanycasesofinieationagenciesthathavebeenadministaed by users. In Chile, an amof 0.5 million ha in the Central Valley was put
under idgation in the early part of this century. In Mendm, Argentina the

ebnioistretion and financing of secondary canalsby users was established by
the Law of 1884. Thc area covered by the associations was recently expanded

o

t
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for greater financial and administrative efficiency (Chambouleyron, 1984). In
Peru, responsibilities previously assumed by government agencies for the San
Lorenzo irrigation and land settlement project rnbeing gradually uansferred
to the users (Hotes, 1983). In the Dominican Republic, soil salinization and
poor maintenance of a canal were dealt with by msferring responsibility for
the irrigation system to a water-usex association (ODI-IIMI, 1989).
Organizational, economic. ecological (mainly rainfall), and human factors,
and the extent to which they can satisfy water requirements influence the willingness of users to participate. For example, climatic conditions have to be
considered for decisions concerning the suitability of perennial irrigation or
supplemental irrigation.
User participation should be inooduced where it does not exist and smngthe n d where it already exists. Nevertheless, such steps should be taken with
caution and in stages, by starting in areas with the highest success potential. It
is not realistic to expect farmers to participate in such projects unless they are
sure to benefit from them (
L
m
et al., 1979).

WATER MANAGEMENT AT SYSTEM LEVEL
Irrigation systems range from sophisticated hydraulic works with accurate
flow control to traditional swctures with a low control level. The type of swcture has a direct bearing on water conveyance efficiency which is based on
water conveyance losses and flow characteristics. Management efficiency is
expressed by the ratio of water delivered to users to that actually used by them
(palacios and Day, 1977).
Proper canal management implies several steps: formulation of a crop and
irrigation plan for each cropping season, appropriate evaluation of water
requirements, and distribution and delivery of water according to these
requirements. In Latin America, this is unfortunately more theory than reality
since it is rarely put into practice.
Properly managed operations can minimize the effects of hydraulic head
variation along the canal. In Mendoza, Argentina. this is a very frequent
problem and fields at the tail-reach have to use groundwater to supplement an
insufficient surface water supply.

IRRIcATloN W A G E M E h T
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operationalflow measurementis aprecondition for efficientcanalmanagement. Studies to improve water use conditions thmugh %liable and equitable
distribution require.reliable data. Gauging wtjonS are generally established
along irrigation systems, but systemsriC flow monitolingis rare.
Automatic control systems ensure steady flows and are less dependent on
personnel. Such systems are common in Medituranean countries, but they
have not prcduced satisfactoryresults in Latin America For example, the flow
control systems in Venezuela could not be used due to lack of qualified staf€
and inefficient o p e d o n and maintenance.
Timely and adequate application is essential for increasing crop yields;
water supply should therefore correspond to the demands. Except in a few
Mexican systems (Palacios, 1977). hardly any efforts are made to apply
technology developed at research statious. These techniques can help improve
system performance at farm level under adequate water distribution and
dehvery conditions.
In small irrigation systems, water is delivered only during the day. This is
not possible in large and medium systems because of the time needed to fd and
empty the canals and the stress imposed on structuresdue to fmquent operation.
Night irrigation often causes water loss and drainage problems a~the tail-reach
due to negligence of operations staff and water users.

WATER MANAGEMENT AT FIELD LEVEL
Irrigation efficiency in currently operating systems ranges h m less than 20
percent to more than 70 percent depending on irrigation methods. crops. topography. soil, water management ability of water users, irrigation Services. etc.
Application efficiency is. however, less than 40 percent.
Water use efficiency (measured in kilograms of crop harvested per cubic
meter of water used) is generally low, with a few cases showing high capacity
for resource use. Efficiency rates for irrigation and water use can be substantially increased through appropriate management The potential is higher in the
supplemental irrigation systems compared with perennial systems.
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A more efficient use of irrigation requires partial modification, and sometimes a complete change, of the farming system to meet the requirements of
national and international markets. Monoculture or cultivation of a few crops
with similar agmclimatic requirements does not fully optimize available water
and climatic resources, labor, and equipment. A longer cropping season and
guaranteed water supply offer more options in the choice of the cropping
pattern for crop diversification, especially in the tropics. This may, however,
require changes in existing irrigation systems.

PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS FOR IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
Studies on how to improve the performance of an irrigation system are based
on the evaluation of certain parameters. However, such measurements are not
considered to be objectivebecause they are influenced by the professional bias
of civil engineers and agronomists. The causes of poor management shouldbe
identified. Performance indexes should be established for decision making.
Zhi (1989) suggests three types of technological and economic indexes: water
use, irrigated area and engineering aspects of the system, and economic
benefits. Poor performance could be expressed in terms of unattained employment and living conditions objectives (Chambers,1988).
Long delays between the consmtion of the basic infrastructure and the
development and start of irrigation initially produces an oversupply. The
resulting i n c o m t irrigation practices Cannot be easily rectified. They hinder
normal expansion with a consequent shortfall in irrigated area compared with
the target figure.

7
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UNDERUTILIZATION OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

In Latin America, inadequate optimization of water resources is due to low
efficiency combined with undautilizatonof irrigation systems. The am that
is actually irrigated represents a small pcrcentsgc of the potential area
Although undmtilization is observed under diftmt climatic conditions. it is
moa frequent when the drought period for which mC system is designed is
followed by a rainy period. The soil moisture nservareplenished by the rains
can then support one or more. cropping seasons.
Underutilization of irrigation systems i m p b a low ratc of rem on the
project, and it is a common feature in Latin America.Three typeg of cases can
be distinguished:

-

Abundant supply of water that can be used to irrigate a larger area, using
the same infrastructure, this is the case of Argentina (Leiva. 1986);

- thePartcase
ial utilization by farmers located in
inigation system; this is
of supplemental irrigation in Venezuela and &e# tropical counM

tries;

- Unuscd potential for cropping patterns that satisfy market demand f w ,
crops with higher yields under irrigation (basedon mC potentialand actual
value of water); this is found in many Lath American countries.

Underutilization and management problems usually occur in new irrigation
systems, rather than rehabiitated systems. In the first case, rainfed or dryland
crops are replaced by irrigated crops. As fanners have no previous experience
of intensive cultivation, thae is little possibility of user participation at the
planning and design stages to avoid subsequent management problems.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR IRRIGATION SERVICES
In Latin America, water is considered as a freely available natural resourcc.
Regulations’on water charges are therefore not respected. Moreover, censin

8
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loopholesinthe waterlawsmalreitdif~~ulttoenforcethere~ons.Various
methods are adopted to fmance irrigation; they range from total state support
to full financing by water users.
In both developed and developing countries, capital cosfs for constructing
the infrastructure are either borne entirely by the state or highly subsidized
(Sagardoy 1982). With the exception of the structuresbuilt by the private sector
in Chile and in some cases in Mendom,Argentina,all Latin American systems
were built through state subsidies, even when the original plan was to charge
the costs.
The principle of charging users for opsations, maintenance, and admihistration is, however, be.maccepted. But little prognss has been made in this
direction and charges are mostly nominal. F a example, in Venezuela they
represent no more than 20 percent of the actual service cast (Merea, 1983).
Irrigation services can be. financed directly a indirectly. Rates for direct
charges can be fixed accading 10 the volume of water consumed (Brazil.
Mexico, Peru) or based on the size of the higated area (Argentina,Venezuela
and most of the other countries). The services are f m c e d indirectly through
tax revenues (direct and implicit).
Although the volumetric water rate is more equitable, it is technically
difficult to measure and monitor flow fluctuations continuously for 24 hours.
The type of soil also accounts for differences in rates, which are higher f a
sandy than for clayey soils. This is the general trend for water charges but
progress is slow and the positive effects are dissipated by subsidies. The
Brazilian enterprise, Companhia de Desenvolvimento do Vale de Sao Francisco, has established a volumetric rate based on an equation that includes wst
of depreciation, administration, operations,and maintenance; physical life of
the worlis, amount of water consumed; and coefficients for subsidizing the
actual rate (Abreu and Banionuevo, 1985).
Water fees are reduced to insignificant figures because of cost inflation, a
common feature in Latin American economies. Scas~naland annual rate adjustments are very slow because of the bureaucracy and regulations. One
alternative is to adopt the Southeast Asian system which uses the price of a
basic crop l i e rice as a reference.
The volumetric water rate is an inadequate measure. It should be based on
an updated real value that reflects the actual cost of supplying water to the
users. It is impossible to apply a common fimcial policy as political goals and
strategies differ with each counlry. According to the Asian DevelopmentBank

lRRIGATION MMAGEbiEhT
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and IIMI (1986). f a c i a l policies f a irrigation should be evaluated in terms
of their effectson irrigation system performance, investmentdecisions, fmancial position of the government, and income distribution.

MANAGEMENT OF THE IRRIGATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Pwr or delayed maintenance raises costs proportionally. It also affects the
environment, reduces canal capacity due to weed growth that spreads to the
fields, encourages proliferation of insect vectors. increases soil salinization,
etc. Poor maintenance can then become a caw for rehabfitation.
Improper maintenance is, without exaggeration, a common feature in most
Latin American projects. n i s is generally due to poor organizationand a lack
of specific norms and procedures for carrying out such tasks. Moreover.
professionals are interested in design and wnshuction rather lhan operation
and maintenance. Resource allocation is also low as such activities are
considered to be a form of dispensable bureaucratic spending.
At least 60 percent of the irrigation senices budget is m a r k e d for infrastructure and equipment maintenance. Any shortfall in funds therefore has a
directeffecton maintenanceoperations. Thereisevenatendency tobuildmore
infrastructure instead:for example, relining of canals to reduce maintenance.
However, good management by competent staff can compensate for the lack
of funds.
Rehabilitation of irrigation systems in the arid mnes (Mexico, Peru. Argentina) usually results in at least alleviating the problem of soil salinization and
drainage. These problems are spreading rapidly and will require substantid
adjustments in the techniques and organization of irrigationmanagement. Poor
management can aggravate drainage problems as it leads to a larger supply of
water compared to demand, fiequent and abrupt changes in water level in the
canal. and reduced capacity of the drainage system.
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MANAGEMENT OF IRRIGATION INSTITUTIONS
Managementof an bigarion agency involves not only water murces but also
people and information @lM,
1988).
In Latin American countries, irrigation agencies consider water as one
among m y factors of agricultural production. They limit their task to routine
operations, but this does not help to attain the system’s objectives.
Irrigation management covers many other factors besides these. It involves
“monitoring the output of the system. the processes, and feedback. in order to
make the necessary changes in real time in response to the feedback” @MI
1988).
The irrigation sector in Latin America does not operate according to this
concept. However, efforts have been made in this dimtion. when the work of
organizations indirectly related to the sector is taken into account. But
higarion management is a multidisciplinary operation that cannot be reduced
to the sum of the panial and uncwrdinated efforts of various organizations.
Irrigated agriculture involves various costs and services besides water.
Major inputs are seed, fenilkex, herbicides, and pesticides. They are usually
l i e d to other institutions that may depend on different ministries. Similarly,
support services such as extension, marketing, and credit belong to different
administrations.
Inputs and suppon services are of vital importance since the absence of any
one of them would partially or totally compromise the results. The activitiesof
differentinstitutions therefore need to be coordinated, which is not an easy task
in Latin America. It is for this reason that irrigation agencies have limited their
e f f m to the adminismuion of water resources.
Irrigation agencies should be dynamic enough to keep pace with advances
in technology and management. They should also be able to adapt to changes
in the objectives of irrigation and fanning systems which require adjustments
at all levels. A significant impact can only be achieved through substantial
changes in the operation of the agency, fiscal and financial aspects (mobilization of resources through water fees), interaction with other support agencies.
tenure system, etc.
Opportunities for reorganization should be used to increase fanner
participation in irrigation management. Such opportunities are provided by:
total or partial replacement or improvement of the canal system, expansion of

IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT
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the canal system based on new water resources,and rehabilitation of irrigation
systems and their integration into the production process.

STAFF TRAINING
Training programs should have a multidisciplinary (technology, socioeconomics) and holistic approach in order to provide staff with the necessary knowledge and skills. A serious constraint in Lath America is the absence of such an
approach. There is also a critical shortage of trained staff to keep pace with
ti chnological developments. They also lack the management skills needed to
obtain the expected results.
The shortage of qualified staff in Latin America is aggravated by the lack
of interest in field work. Consequently, qualified people are mostly concentrated in the main offices, whereas actual experiencecan only be acquired from
the field. More and better-trained staff who work directly in the field would
make a disorganized system function more effectively (Lazam el al.. 1979).
The World Bank estimates that it takes 8-9 years for farmers to shift from
traditional production methods to more intensive farming (Holes, 1983). In
Latin America, it may take longer and farmers may not change their practices
without the necessary incentives.
Training. extension, and demonstration servicescan yield positive results if
they are carried out well and with a certain amount of perseverance, and if users
are receptive. Extension services have not been very effective in improving
irrigation management. These problems which occur throughout the agricultural sector also affect irrigation, which requires special training. Results in
demonstration plots are poor compared with the surrounding fields - they are
a demonstration of what should not be done.

12
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CONCLUSION
Inthepastfew yearsexpansion of theirrigaredareahassloweddownExisting
irrigation systems are underutilized. resulting in dissatisfaction and loss of
interest. This is not very encouraging because.the climaticcharacteristics of the
region make agriculture dependent on irrigation to meet the needs of a growing
population.
The irrigation potential is not fuUy utilized. More land can be irrigated
because.the infrastructureis not used to full capacity. Cropping pattems also
do not make effective use.of irrigation. The social and economic benefits that
can help the region overcome the financialand economic crisis and low prices
of agricultural commodities can only be gained through better management.
Irrigation policies should be defined more clearly. They should also be
implemented more consistently. This is particularly relevant for the tropical
and subtropical zones with alternate wet and dry periods, where severaloptions
exist Government irrigation agencies are predominant among irrigation
institutionsat national and regional levels. ALrhougb gram farmer pluticipation
is recognized as a legitimate need, at least for managing sections of irrigation
systems, little progess has been made in this direction except for some
SUC~SSfUlcases.
Water management at field and system levels as evduated by performance
indexes is not adequate and needs to be improved. Rofessional bias of civil
engineers and agronomists should, however, be avoided because of the higher
priority on the technical aspects at the expense.of others, particularly irrigation
management
Little attention is paid to maintenance due to inappmpriate organizational
norms and procedures. lack of interest on the part of professionals, and shortage
of funds. This leads to land salinhtion and degradation of the environment,
and systems often have to be rehabilitated.
Except in certain cases, operations. maintenance, and adminismation are
financed by the state. But this leads to a shortfall in funds and an unproductive
use. of f m c i a l m o m . Self-supporting systems offer a solution for
mobilizing funds to cover these costs.
Training programs should aim to encourage feld work. They should
provide the knowledge and skills through a multidisciplinary and holistic

-
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approach required to meet the challenge of obtaining social and economic
benefits without further capital outlay.
~
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Chapter 2

SOCIOECONOMIC ASPECTS OF IRRIGATION
Armando D Bertranou

CHARACTERISTICS OF IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT IN
LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES
JATKN AMerucn varies considerably with the climatic,
geomorphological. technological, cultural, and economic conditions in the
counaies of theregion'. In the mid-1980s. total irrigated area for theregion was
15 million hectares (ha) - 7 percent of the world total-and presented a patchwork of situations that are difficult to sum(ELLA. 1985). Certain characteristics of irrigation in major countries should, however, be distinguished to
understand the policies that were implemented. For example, it is useful to
know the role of irrigation withii the farming system and its production
objectives'.
In Mexico, Peru, and Chile, irrigated agriculture plays a diistinct role in
agricularral production and accounts for omfourth and to onethirds of the
cultivated area.
~ G A T I O N nu

'

It should be recognized that ii this type of work. gencnlizatim are hazsrdous.
because each munay or region ha6 s p ~ i f i ccharactcri~ticsthat cannot be explained.
Latin America is generously endowed with natural resource8 - land and wata but
they BTC unequally disaibutcd in both space and time. 'he data refemd to have bccn
exeacted hPA0 Y e h k ECLA repon.
Many munhy r e p have bccnprcscnted at meetings of expnts such as the 8th Latin
American seminar on irrigation (Venezuela, 1984) mg.nized by the IICA; and the
Ibao-American seminar ch~kigation and drairuge (Madrid, 1986) orgmivd by ED!.
IICA. and IRYDA.

-

-
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Table 1prcsats information on the five muntrics with the lugest Lrigstcdarea in the
region. Together. they mprcscnt 70 pacont of the total fa Lntin Amcairn

Sources: FA0 yurbocka, BID,ECLA,IICA repnr.

In certain years, irrigated crops in Mexico and Peru can attain almost half
the total agricultural production value. They are therefore of sisnifrcant
imporfancein satisfying the national food demand. In Chile,commoditiesfrom
inigated areas have become a major source of foreignexchange income in
recent years. A large part of the fruit production, especially table grapes, is
destined for foreign markets.
Irrigation can be considered as a focal activity in these countries. It has a
long mdilion and benefits froom substantial government suppot+
In Mexico and Peru where irrigation plans are implemented at national
level irrigation institutionsdemonstrate a strong cenrralizingtendency.Planning,
establishment, andoperation of irrigation systemsare responsibilities assumed
by the central government. whereas regional institutions are responsible for
the management of water resources.
Recently in Chile, under the new laws that came into effect in the early
1980s. the central government has taken on a subsidiary role. In practice, it is
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now limited to supervising the operation and development of irrigation
systems.
Irrigation in Argentina differs widely from that of Chile, Mexico, and Peru.
Irrigated agriculture is of secondary importance at national level. production
(cereals, oil crops) from the humid mnes provides the bulk of foreignexchangeeamings in the agricultural sector. But in the arid and semiarid zones,
fruit and vegetable production in the irrigated oases is a focal activity that
contributes substantially to regional development For example, in one province, 360 OOO ha are irrigated with groundwater from 20 OOO wells. Fruit and
vegetable production and processing .contribute 20 percent to the gmss
product of the province. Agricultural production is mainly intended for the
domestic market
The case of Argentina is not unique; in many countries of the region,
irrigation is closely linked to regional development
In Brazil,although agriculture is not based on irrigation, in the mid-1980s
the government launched various irrigation programs: PHONEin the Nordeste
region and PROM in the rest of the counlry. The ultimate objectiveis to satisfy
basic needs through self-sufficiency in staple crops and to increase production
levels. The programs thus aim to meet the growing demand for food by
reducing prices for consumers; they therefore provide an effective means to
control inflation. The strategy is to develop irrigation for dryland agriculture.
Incentives are offered for this purpose; they include tax cuts on establishment
and acquisition of irrigation equipment, lower electricity charges, and easy
access to credit
The programs produced very saiking results right from the s t a h The
irrigatedareawasexpandedbyanaverageof150OOOha/yearduringthehepcriod
1982-1986.The results clearly indicate that irrigation is now considered as an
important alternative for investment,with the f m support of the government.
This brief description highlights the differences in irrigation among the five
main countries with irrigated agriculture.
The following points should be considered while analyzing the irrigation
situation in these countries:

*

The significance of irrigation to the economies of some countries;

*

The relevance of irrigation to regional development effons in v ~ o w
countries; and
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* The trend to direct production towards domestic 01 foreign markets as the
driving force for future expansion of the irrigated area

SITUATION OF THE LATIN AMERICAN ECONOMIES AT
THE END OF THE 1980s
The critical situation of the Latin American economies is a caw of deep
concern to the countries of the region. Certain socioeconomic considerations
therefore need to be examined because of their relevance to irrigation.
SocioeconomicdevelopmentinLatin Americaoverthepast40yearscanbe
divided into the 1950-1980period and the decade of the 1980s.
Tk.1950-1980 period was marked by an upward trend in per capita income.
employment, invesment, consumption,foreign trade, and capitel income. me
highrateofGDPgrowthinthecountriesoftheLatin Americanre~onindicates
the dynamism of the economies during this period. Significant benefits wexe
achieved in terms of socialprogress. But this upward trend was interrupted in
the 198Os, when per capita GDP and capical formation rates fell. Rising
unemployment and drastic cuts in public spending have raised the poverty
level.
The approach to the foreign debt problem explains the prevailing situation
to a certain extent (IDB, 1989). Reduced imports and increased expons
illustrate the fall in real pay.
In the 1980s. availability of goods and smices in the countries declined as
aresultofthesubstantialincrraseinexportsanddrasticfallinimpo~.In1987,
it stood at only 87 percent of the 1980 level. Population grew from 347 million
inhabitants to 414 million inhabitants during this period, with a resulting
decline in real pay. In 8 years, per capita GDP fell by 7 percent.after having
risen by 40 percent between 1970 and 1980 '.

'The 3-point hike in interest rates betweem 1988 and 1989signifies

M increase in

the

annual foreign debt service charges (IDB. 1988.1989). IDB estimates this additional
charge at USSlO billion. l k e current level of indsbtcdness is equivalent to four times
thc value of exports. IDB Rcpors 1989.
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Relative prices of primary produce have also detaioratad.The causo8
excess supply due to p m invcsoncnts; steady decregse in the use of raw
materials for production in the industrialized countries; high inelasticity of
demand for primary products; and high real intereat ram.
With the drop in net capital entry into the region andcuts in public spending,
investments have been the hardest bit by the foreign debt crisis I.
The composition of national deficits has changed completely. During the
1970s. the deficits were finand with external funds, they are. now tinanced
through internal capital
There is a chronic shortage of entrepreneurs, because no social value is
attributed to the role of the entrepreneuras a productive agent.The e n t r e p
neur manages and optimizes production factorsand technological weficiene.
The function appears to be disappearing or is facing Serious problems in Latin
America.
Population is the best indicator of the. Latin Amecica of the 1980s. It
represents 9 percent of that of the planet. But the regional GDP attains only 8
percent of world GDP. The indushial GDP stands at only 6 percent.For the
creative professions - scientists and intellectuals - it is only 2 percent.
Since 1970. not a single Latin American country has achieved balanced
g~owth(Buste.l0,1989). The 1980s are already reported as a lost decade for
Latin America, especially in social terms.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT: MACROECONOMIC
CONTEXT
Irrigation development in Latin America is closely related to the economic
variables of the region.
The rough division into two periods presented in the previous section can
also be applied to irrigation. Irrigated area expanded at a sustained rate in the
In absolute terms. the estimated level of invcshnentp in 1988 was USW billion lcse
than in 1980,accounting for only 814 of the second mount in umsunt 1988 dollus.
IDB Report, 1989.
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1960s and 19709, corresponding to the generally positive trends of the
economic variables during this period. Tbe average rate of annual expansion
after 1965 was 250 OOO ha. Between 1975 and 1980 the growth rate reached
nearly 3 percent. Except for Brazil and Chile, expansion of the irrigated m a
recorded an abrupt down-turn in the early 1980s '.
In countries where commodity supply from irrigated areas is mainly
directed to domestic markets. irrigation development is closely linked to
domestic demand, its characteristics. evolution, and persistence over time. One
of the main characteristicsof domestic demand is that it is highly inelastic. This
can, however, be an advantage for certain regions.
The tendency towards saturation of domestic markets during the period of
irrigation expansion in the 1970s or, at the other extreme. the abrupt fall in
internal demand in the 1980s. has impelled certain areas to reorient their
production towards export markets. The Chilean and. to a certain extent. the
Brazilian cases are the most striking, but not the only ones.
Reorientation implies that irrigated agriculture should focus on the complex
problems of foreign markers in which it has to compete. It has to meet
requirements of quality rather than quantity, unlike the domestic market,
where the priority is to satisfy the demand for food.
The export orientation of irrigated areas has a positive impact through price
stabilization - and sometimes increase.. Better prices are an incentive for adopting new production and irrigation technologies, which are often linked to more
dynamic industrial sectors of the economy (Leiva et al).
Fluctuations in the economic system have a considerable influence on
irrigation activities. Poor economic performance has been accompanied by
slow development of irrigation.We must not only mgniiz the maaoeconomic
context of irrigation. but also analyze the specific problems caused by
irrigation itself.

IRRIGATION PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS
Many authors have cautioned against the problems related to investments in
irrigation (Carruthers, 1986; Homing,1986). International funding agencies
At the world level, the growth rate of irrigation between 1965 and 1975 was 5%, but
fell to 1.5% between 1975 and 1987. See ECLA 1985, pp 50-54.
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have acquired a vast experience on such investments (Hotes; Colmenares and
Aguirre). Many lessons can be drawn from their experience. Current literature
indicates a certain dissatisfaction and loss of confidence regarding irrigation.
The argumenls in favor of irrigation are well-known, mainly increased
productivity which significantlyreduces food problems. But it is also me that
the projected rates of return from irrigation investments were overoptimistic.
Irrigation development projects have generally exceeded estimated costs
for construction and for operation and maintenance.
Irrigation performance has been explained on the basis of certain
observations on the status of irrigation in Latin America. the main constraints
to its consolidation and expansion, and the framework of the characteristics
mentioned in the first section.
The observed facts are as follows:

*

Excess supply of imgated land due to a marked recession of economic
activity. Water and soil resourcesare underutilized. Groundwater use isalso
very low.

*

Unused dammed water capacity in large-scale projects built for gravity
irrigation systems. This contrasts with the relatively low capacity for water
conveyance and drainage in associated irrigations ystems. The inffasrmcnxe
is also underutilized.

*

Poor maintenance of irrigation systems. Water use efficiency for irrigation
isthereforelow,sothatwaterappearstobeamorescarcethanitisinreality.

*

Slow spread of agricultural production and of irrigation and drainage technology. The exception is that there exist pockets of efficiency, which perpetuate a great number of hectares with low technological level and in a
state of deterioration.

*

Expansion of irrigation projects from exclusively infrastructure systems to
integrated projects. Integrated projects include socioeconomic infrasmcture, subsidized services to farmers, and output marketing, all of which
inflate considerably the cost of these projects.
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Theeconomic~haveanuneguelimpactondifferrnttypesofproduccrs.

The small and medium farms arc the hardcst hit. The situation favors a
bipollaization of many regional economies with idgated lands. At one
e.xmmeareulesmallandmediumfaImsthat~
. mprimaryproductim
and use low levels of prcduction and higrdon technology. They are inadequately integrated into the regional and nerional economic context and

.

e x p o s e d t o d c marLetsforperishsMemmmodUw
''
Attheotherexhem

are the large integrated producas, highly technical and well-informal, who
benefit fmm economies of scale and adequate. emnomic and political integration &lop, 1987).
Although these situations developed during 1965-1980, no efforts w a s
made to rectifythem.They have persisted and conhibuted to the discreditation

of iuigation.
Butinvcstmentsin irrigationpmjects with uIIcQt(uII
. ratesOf~continW,
leading to situations dcsxibed earlier pascuchi et al, 1977: Piorentino et al.
1986). Some of the possible reasons for this am:

Projects that are supposed to help small and medium farmas. This reawn
is ofte31 given to justifysupport for pmjects with low rates of return. Sociopolitical coasiderations can. in cutain uwe3, have a high &pee. of rationality. But if these pmjcctp have no a s a m of a comsponding subsidy,
they become a misleading aid for the wealrest which is expropriatedby the
strongest.
In several instances, vicious cycles have developed that are di&cult to
revaxe, and bring negative feedback on irrigation investments. Through
misltadingsignals(su~picesfainputsandlnprodudsforagriculture)
communicated to the markt and to decision malrers, unrcasohably high expectations of the. pmfiubility of invesiments in irrigation have been maintained. In turn, these have generated greater outpnt levels. which have a
depressive effect on prices. But the political pnssnres genaated to raise
prices for agriculture (for nxsons of income distribution or regionaldevelopment) have reinfoxed the feedback lcop of this vicious cycle.

The unwiddinw of the multiple-purpose and gravity irrigarion pmjects is
one of the causes which explains the existence of an exceas supply of
irrigated land and the relatively underutilized capacity of water stored for
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irrigation purposes. It is not unusual that this type of project with large
economies of scale should be fundamentally jusMied by the energy it generates. But at the same time, they are. not marginal projects in terns of an
evaluation from the point of view of irrigation. The subject of the unwieldinessofgravityinigationprojects-asconaastedwiththeuseofgroundwater
(wherever this exists) should be analyzed.

-

*

In general, there is a bias among administratorsand politicians in favor of
large engineering projects. They display a lack of understanding of less
impressive investments in operations and maintenance, and tend to underestimate their value. The appeal of the newly compkted grandiose public
works project and the crowning bronze plaque which immortalizes it arc.
weighty factors difficult to overcome.

*

The pressures of the companies involved in the. construction of large
infrastructureworks can also influence decisions. Thii is less true in periods
of economic recession.

The panorama presented in this complex activity known as irrigation,gives
the impression of a lack of coordination among the components of the system
and the agents of those institutions responsible for irrigation activities.
In the evaluation of complex and multifaceted projects. such as irrigation,
numerous ermrs have ben committed,due to an inability to judge the integrated
operation of the system. For example, an isolated evaluationof one component
of a system which operatesclosely with other components, necessarily requires
a joint assessment from the standpoint of economic evaluation (Major and
Lenton. 1979). In spite of the obvious convenience of coordinated operation.
management organizations have shown a reticence towards such systems as
discussed in a later section.
Theresponsegiventotheseproblemsduringthe1960swasthedevelopment
of various experiments with water planning. ?he examples of Mexico, Veneplcla
Peru, and Brazil in particular, followed by Ecuador, Colombia. Honduras, El
Salvador, and the Dominican Republic, were studied in depth by Dourojeanne
(1985). He affiis that such plans have been useful in countries where they
were adopted. Among the main benefits are.: better knowledge of water
availability. greate~intermstitutionalcollaboration for water use, bepez knowledge
and identification of altematives for calculating water supply and demand,
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better perception of the current and potential conflicts in water delivery, better
possibility for integrating environmental considerations, and more options for
improving the operation of irrigation systems.
Planning has definitely helped improve irrigated systems. InLatin America,
however, it is concerned with the physical and operationaldimension of water
resources management, rather than the adminisnativeand institutional dimension
(Scelza Cavalcanti, 1988).
Actionaiented recommendalions were proposed for irrigation management
at the United Nations Conference on Water held at Mar del Plata. Argentina.
in 1977. The recommendationssmsed the need to improve existing irrigation
systems and their administration, before undertaking new irrigation projects.
Efforts in this direction should focus on: funds earmarked for operation and
management, participation of small groups of water users in experiments,
better training and extension services, and political priority to irrigation (ODI,
1976). These recommendations are still relevant today.

INTEGRATED IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT KEY TO THE
FUTURE OF IRRIGATION
Concern for improving inigation system efficiency has been expressed at
international and national levels. Recently, this preoccupation has been
directed towards the management of water resources.
A project for cooperation in the management of water resources was undertaken by ECLA through its natural resources and energy unit, and with support
from the West German government (ECLA. 1989). At present, it is continuing
this effort through its project for training in irrigation project and system management 7.

’ Participating in these projects are researchers and administrators of relevant water
system at relevant institutes in Latin America. such as the CIDIAT. Venemela:
INCYTH-CELA. Mendoza. Argentina; Direcci6n General de Aguas, Suelos e Irrigac i h , Prm;INCAE. Costa Rica; and DNAEE. Brazil.
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The International Irrigation Management Institute.@MI), which WBS founded
only 5 years ago, is a valuable response for addnssing irrigation management
issues (IIMI, 1988).
There is a general consensus that efficient management and identification
of innovative technologies are the main bases for irrigation development.
Management is the decision-making process for guiding a complex
organizational system (formed by individual parts and interactions among
agents) towards a set of objectives, within a given environment which provides
resources, but also offers advantages and constraints.
The complexity of the institutions increases with that of the environment.
Analysis and management of institutions, and that of the total organizational
system in which they operate, should consider relations between and within
institutions and their relations with the environment (Correa de Pav6n. 1985).
Irrigation institutions as organizational systems should function as social
systemsand interact with the environmenL But in reality they are isolated, with
little communication between them (Bertranou).
These institutions tend to adopt an oversimplistic view of reality by
considering it exclusively on the basis of their area of concern and objectives.
They become obstacles to the solving of problems which nanscend their scope.
of action.
Water authorities in Latin America have not kept pace with the object they
administer, whereas infrastructure, technology. and management techniques
have developed in both quantitative and qualitative terms (Braceli, 1980).
We shall now examine certain management factors and processes which
may offer better possibilities for improving the efficiency of irrigated systems.

Integration and Coordination
Integration consists of the processes designed to achieve greater coordination,
to avoid duplication of efforts, and to control unproductive competition among
different organisms (Bustelo, 1988).
Earlier sections on irrigation development and constraints describe certain
situations resulting from a lack of coordination in decision making. The most
typical case are: inadequate integration of economic, irrigation, and social
policies and lack of coordination between administrative units.
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Adminiskative units fmd it mom difficult to accept the benefits of better coordination than the costs genereted by coordinatioo within each organization.
The benefits of beaerlxlodmh
'
'on should wmpensate for the wsts of hose
involved. The basic problem is that, the application of the compensation
principle requires some fam of centralized accounting. In hun, the problem
which impedes centralization is the limited v i s i i which people hold of all the
possible almatives from a central point of view. Obviously. them is no
question of suggesting compulsory pugramming through a cemd coordinating
body. But the existence of a coordinating organism is of crucial importancein
irrigation. Such an organism will be effective only if it conveys confidence to
the rest of the system.
In conclusion, the possibility of integration of the decision-making p m s
largely depends on changing the type of irrigationinstitutions (pascuchi et al,
1977; Coma de Pav6n. 1985).
"Finally, authorities need to be persuaded that only political will can overcome traditional bureaucracies and create gram swpe for cooperation.
Pluralism should be combined with cwrdination if efficiency has to prevail
over fragmentation and duplication of effntS"(Bustel0, 1988).

Budget
One of the main factors thatimpedes rational decisiin-makingis the lack of an
adequate information system. Coordinated action depends on the quality,
quantity, and timeliness of information.In this respect. the budget is the best
information-laden planning insmunent for the adminisdon as it reilecu the
final allocation of resources sccording to predetennined political priorities
(Braceli et al. 1987).
In Latin America the budgeting process. and ultimately establishment of
warn charges, have serious shortcomings (Bustelo. 1988). There is a lack of
budget programming for the medium and short terms. Inflation and, more
recently, hyperinflation have obvious erosive effects.
The budgetary structuns of the past are perpetuated in the present There
are no buget planning mechanisms that operate between sectors and within
each adminishation. Budgets are constructed by simply adding a
heterogeneous set of demands.
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It is difficult to predict incomes in an inflationary context. ’Ihe execution
phase is beset by difficultiesbecause of a lack of systems for consolidation.
Few mechanisms exist for evaluating the ~IIUUIC~~~ situation and project
results. As the costs of different activities cannot be detamined. it js djfficult
to establish the cost-benefit ratio and impact of the activities.
The budget is therefore. not a legitimate. instrument for planning between
administrators and politicians. Water users should be. integrated in decisions on
the budget and establishment of w w fees, and in its day-today implementation.

Manpower Development
According to an ECLA report (1989a): “One of the basic conclusions of a
broad study by the ECLA of the major issues that confront the exercise of water
management in Latin America is the need to improve the quality of management, as thii would seem to offer an adequate solution to many existing
inefficiencies.” Good management would thus seem to be an ample solution
to many shortcomings.
This indicates that one of the most pressing needs in terms of d i n g
improvements in management quality is the presence of a training system for
civil servants from public organisms l i e d to the management of water
resources.
Various counfries of the region have agreed that efforts should be undertaken and coordinated in this area through research on the demand and supply
of training in management (Bandes. 1989;Llop et al, 1989)and the creation of
an integrated manpower development program for Latin America.
IIMI has proposed similar objectives for itself, thus opening up a broad
range of possibilities for coordination which we have the obligation to
implement, if we mean to practice what we preach.
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Chaptex 3

SELECTED COUNTRIES OF THE SOUTHERN CONE

SUMMARY

Tm c u l l p ~smmm
~~
of irrigation and drainage is M b e d for selected
counfries of the southern cone of Latin America The countrim chosen are
Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Penr. and Uruguay. For each country. there is a
review of theirrigation systems. with their main charactexistics,adminisnative
organization and legal s
u
m structure. level of farmer management, and
0th- relevant information. The most important factors that promote and
condition irrigation development in each country are indicated. Ihe case of
Argentine is described in graarcr detail.
Irrigation-relatedaainingainingandnsearchactiviin Argentinaarede8cribed.
with special reference ro the Institute Nscional de Ciencia y Tknica HIdricas
(INCYTH).?he Institute could support IIMI’s efforts in the southern cone of
Latin Am&.
General guideliw are suggested for IIMI’s strategy for a
future coopemive program at a regional level and in the different counaies.

INTRODUCTION
paper was papared at the repuest of the Intealuuiod Irrigation
Management Institute (IJMI). with the objective of describing the cumnt
33
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irrigation situation in selected countries of the southern cone of Latin America.
Argentina is treated in greater detail, while Bolivia, Chile, Peru, and Uruguay
are discussed in more general tams. The major irrigation and drainage
management problems detected in these countries are described and possible
lines of action are recommended for successfully and rapidly alleviating the
constraints.
Problems with a significant effect on the irrigation and drainage situation in
Latin Amenca,especiallyinthosecountriesofthe southern cone, areidentified.
The paper does not deal with Brazi - the host counny of this conferenc - as its
situation will be discussed with greater depth and understanding by other
speakers.
The research and training activities of the National Institute of Hydraulic
Science and Technology, Instihlto Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnica Hidricas
(INCYTH),Argentina,arealsoreviewed. Theseactivitiesarecarriedout by its
two centers that specialize in this area: the Andean regional Center, Centro
Regional Andino (CRA), and the Center for Water Economics, Legislation,
and Administration. Cenm de Economfa, Legislaci6n y Admins11aci6n del
Agua (CELA). INCYTH could serve as a base for IIIvlI’s future activities in
Latin America, in the same manner as it already assists FAO, UNESCO,
ECLA, and other international organizations.

ARGENTINA

Background
In Argentina, irrigation was practised before the arrival of the Spanish
conquistadors. m e local population grew several indigenous crops such as
maize, potato, zucchini, etc. Irrigation systems were mainly developed in the
northern part of the country (Jujuy. Salta, Santiago del Estero) and in the Cuyo
region (Mendoza, San Juan). After the Spanish conquest, irrigation systems
became more important with the inflow of immigrant fanners, who arrived
towards the end of the last century. The appointment of the engineer Cesa
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Cipolletti in 1898 and the benefits derived from the National Irrigation Law of
1909 were i n s m e n t a l in the expansion of the hydraulic infrastructure.
Theprovincespromulgated their own water laws to manage waterresources.
In the 1950s. the deep-well pump was introduced and widely disseminated.
This development initiated the use of groundwater. which extended the
irrigated area and enabled the application of modern techniques such as aickle
and spray irrigation. Mendoza, for example, has 18 OOO bore holes sites, which
are the equivalent of having access to another river.
Water resources are not evenly disaibuted in the counby. The arid and
semiarid zone which covers 66 percent of the continental territory (185million
ha) has only 18 percent of the surface water resources. Annual rainfall varies
between 100 and 500 millimeters (mm), whereas annual evaporation exceeds
2 OOO mm. Ninety percent of the surface water resources are usedto satisfy the
demand for irrigation water in the arid zones.Although 50 percent (95 million
ha) of thii region has a high irrigation potential, only 3.7 percent (3.5 million
ha) of the area can be irrigated due to lack of water.

C u r r e n t Situation of Irrigation and Drainage
Outofa totalcultivatedareaof 178 800000ha(1982),theareaunderirrigation
fluctuates between 1.2and 1.3 million ha. The irrigated regions are as follows:

*

Nonheastern zone: provinces of Jujuy, Salta. Tucuman, Catamarca, and
SantiagodelEstero. About380000haareirrigated(35.5percentofthetotal
irrigated area, [TIA]), using 14 percent of the surface water resources of the
arid and semiarid zones ( W R A S ) . Some crops, such as sugarcane, occasionally require supplemental irrigation.

*

Central zone: La Rioja, San Luis and C6rdoba. About 57 000 ha (5.3
percent of TIA) are irrigated, using 3.4 percent of WRAS.

*

Andean zone: San Juan and Mendoza. About 442 000 ha (41.5 percent of
TIA) are irrigated, using 6.5 percent of WRAS.
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*

Comahue zone: Buenos Aires, No Negro. La Pampa, Neuqun. and Chubut.
Abut 188 OOO ha (17.7 percent of TIA) are irrigated, using 73 percent of
WRAS.

*

Orher zones: btre Riw. Santa F. and Chaw. These include small rimgrowing anas,panicularly in Entrc Rfw.

Overall inigation efficiency is estimatedat 33percent. It is the ratio of water
consumption at national level, 6.18 billion cubic. meters 6 3 ) . to the amount of
warn captured (20.26 billion m3). This efficiency level is typical of all the
irrigation systems in the counny,which signifiisa generally low-level of water
use efficiency.
Exmpt for the expansion of certain systems with supplemental irrigation for
growing vegetable crops (e.g. potato in subhumid ereas). there is a general
tendency to reduce irrigated area in some regions with asditional higation
(Mendoza, Santiago del Estero, to a lesser extent in Rfo Negro). The irrigated
area could therefore be easily doubled with the promotion of export-oriented
crops.
An estimated 584 OOO ha of land are affected by soil salinizationand another
550 OOO ha by poor drainage. Among the provinces with serious drainage
related problems anz Mendoza (45 percent), San Juan (12 percent). Tucuman
y Salta (10 percent), No Negro (9 percent). The percentage may be actually
higher for Tucuman y Sdta and Rfo Negro, where fewer studies were carried
out than in Mendoza and San Juan.

Irrigation and Drainage InRastructure at Zone and Field Levels
The 1950s and 1%Os saw a considerable expansion of the irrigation and
drainage infrssmcture. in terms of dam construction, lengthening of canals
and drainage channels, and establishmentof other structures. The construction
of dams for hydroelectric power projects contributed greatly to this expansion.
But the percentage of lined canals at national level is low (10 percent). The
drainage infrasauctun is incomplete in 390 OOO ha and nonexistent g 6 2 OOO

ha.
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Thelackofadequatemaintenance,duetoinsuacient~f~theplrchase

or repair of maintenance equipmeat rn both. is leading to 811 increasing
~ a a b l o f t h e i n i g a t i o lnw~r e a d f u n d i n g a n d t h c ~
of obsolete equipment would definitelyimprove water use.efficiencyat district
level and lead to a rapid expansion of the cropped area
Farmers are unaware of the basic how, how much. when - of irrigation
application. They tend to use toomuch water asthey have nomeans to meBsure
the quantity to be applied. They do not have a clear idea of the time of
application. In addition,due to the rigid water delivery procedures (rotation),

-

it is impossible to synchronize irrigation shed*

with water deliveries.

Irrigation Legislation and Administration
In Argentina the use of water for irrigation is governed by provincial laws. But
the laws are only established in those provinces where there is a need for them.
Even when they do exist, the laws are not effective, because the institution that
is supposed to apply them has insufficient power to enforce them.
Except in certain systems, inigation administration is the responsibility of
the provincialgovernmentPerformanceofirrigation institutionsvarieswidely.
Somehavesucceededinac~evinganacceptablelevelofirrigationmanagement
...
b
y
e waterusasinmgroupsoresnociatmsthattakem~~
of operating, maintaining,and managing a portion of the network (Mendoza,
San Juan). At the other extreme are
where poor management by the
province and water users has become yet another limiting factor to water use.
Part of this undesirable effect may be amibuted to the basic assumption of
improvement project evaluations that competent authorities exist to manage
the projects. Investments in the irrigation sector are almost exclusively
directed toward the creation of an irrigation infrastructure. This generates a
disequilibrium, since improvement of administrative institutions has lagged
behind the growth of the object they administer. Consequently, operation.
maintenance, and management gf the new infrastructurebecomes inefficient.
Before establishing water-user associations.preliminary studies should be
conducted on the infrastructure and the system's social, economic. and legal
charackwbtics. For example, the results obrained by grouping associationsinto
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unitsof 10000-12000hainMendozacannotbedirecUytransplantedintooth~
advanced regions, such as of San Juan.
Few administrative agencies are f u c i a l l y self-sufficient Two major
causes of this problem are the economic crisis and the fdm of agroeconomic
development models in provinces with irrigated cmps. Other drawbacks also
contributew the fmancial constraints. but to a lesser degree.One of them stems
from the accounting norms of theprovinces which do not distinguish between
operation, maintenance. and adminiseation costs. As the real costs are not
known, it is virtually impossible to deteamine when one of these activities is
incurring higher than normal costs.
At present, the main objectiveof most irrigation agencies is equitable water
distribution accordingto the area of lands with irrigStionrights. Although some
information is available on water dismbution in major irrigation systems, it is
notpmessednor used as feedback for planning. Such feedback is indispensable
for improving related activities in the disuicr

Operation and Maintenance of Irrigation Systems
The technico-administrative pmcedure used for water delivery is a rotation
system. Such rigid allocation is probably suitable for some zones (e.g. La
Rioja. Catamarca, San Luis) where the development of irrigated crops is in its
early stages. However, in provinces with a long irrigation &tion. such as San
Juan, Mendoza, and Alto Valle del RIo Negro, it is a consIraint to greater
application efficiency because water delivery times and quantity are the same,
regardless of the type of cmp or irrigation method (furrow irrigation, border
irrigation. etc.). Any program that aims to improve irrigation efficiency at the
regional or district level should SeeL to modify this system.
In the more advanced zones. the applicationof modern techniques is clearly
needed to optimize the use of both surface and groundwater resources. to
reduce the general costs of irrigation systems, and to conserve the quality of
groundw~aquifen.~necessarytechnologyisalreadyavailableatINcyTH,
its application requim a concerted effort in collaboration with the irrigation
agencies.
High fuel costs and obsolete equipment - sometimesmore than 15 years old
- affect maintenance of irrigation and drainage systems. Information is needed
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on weed control techniques and time of weeding opaapbns. The use of
inappropriate equipment widens earthen channels, rcsulring in higher water
conveyance lossas and other problems. Thc costs of chemical treapncnts am
prohibitive and no other techniques of integrated pest management are known
(e.g. mechanical and biological methods, use of fish to destroy diploid or
triploid plants) by which dosts could be reduced.
All these difficulties tend to Iowa water conveyance and distribution
efficiency. As a result, irrigation requirements cannot be satisfied as planned.

Crop Production and Marketing
The main irrigated crops are: vine, fruit and vegetables, sugarcane, cotton,

tobacco, rice, etc. production is mostly directed towards the domestic market,
with the exception of pip and stone fruits. In recent years. there is a strong trend
towards large- and medium-scaleproduction of all types of mated crops for
export.
production increase has been generally slower than the establishment of
irrigation infrasmcture. Installed capacity is high compared with c m n t use
levels. The current infrasmlure therefore.offersa high potential for extending
the irrigated area and growing export crops.

Crop Production Technology
Argentina has vast areas with irrigation'potential.The major obstacle is,rather,
the low level of production rechnology because farmers do not have the
necessary means. The two main reasons for this are a shortage of funds and
market uncertainty. Input use (fertilizm, pesticides, herbicides) is low and
farmers tend save on labor and capital requhed to improve warn conveyance
and application and removal of excess water on and below the surface. This
leads to low irrigation effEiency, loss of soil nutrients, mil salinization and
waterlogging, and other adversee f f m , which, in tum, reducecrop productivity.
The knowledge required to solve these technical problems is available and
can be easily mnsferreed to farmers. Technical improvement programs should
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integrate the economic preconditions for technology adoption, as well BS
suitable training programs for farmers. Even moderateeffm in this direction
will i n a m irrigation efficiency substantially from 30p e m t at present to 50
percent, improve soil quality, and expand the am for growing export crops.

Factors Influencing Irrigation Development

The main factors that limit or promote inigation development in Argentina are
listed briefly.

*

Abundance of underutilized natural resources (land and water) which cm
supponafunherexpansionof~irrigatedamtomolethan23millionha,
without the need to c o n s m t new infrasmcture.

*

Underutilized irrigation infrasmtm,which has sometimes deteriorated.

*

Absence of an institution that plans irrigation development, especially for
the long term.

*

Inadequacy of administrative agencies in teams of training programs and
introduction of new management techniques, as well as equipment and
information processing capacity.

*

Low farmer participation in higation management at districtlevel. Farmers
should be encouraged to participate more actively.

*

Deficiencies in irrigation operations and in technicuadminiswtive
for water delivery.

*

Inadequate maintenance and obsolete equipment which raise maintenance
costs.

* Need for province-level irrigation programs that would assign priorities to
projects and establish administrative rules for executing the projects.
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* Need for baseline studies; evaluation of surface water and groundwater
resources (for rice. in humid zones); and studies on drainage, agricultural
potential of soils, etc.

*

Need to improve technical assistance to farmers.

*

Imbalanced development of cmp production. with moderate expansion for
certain crops (pip h i t s , rice. sugarcane) and decline for others (vine,
tobacco).

*

Inadequate level of technology for irrigated crops and for irrigation and
drainage.

*

Sufficient know-how for irrigation and drainage is available with various
national organizations such as INCYTH. A vigorous program of technology
transfer to farmers and irrigation management agencies is needed. The
program would rapidly increase irrigation efficiency.

Irrigation problems essentially stem horn socioeconomic and political
conditions. Technological problems appear to be a result rather than a cause.
The crisis of imgated agriculture arises from the same causes as the region's
economic crisis. The most obvious signs are stagnant prcductim, unhtilizarion,
and technological drag.They result from a p r economic integration of many
of these activities into the national and international context. The new
economic policies and increasing awareness among large-scale and some
medium-scale producers tend to promote export crops with protitable future
perspectives. This should serve as an incentive for increasing technology
adoption and developing training programs for farmers.

National Policies to Improve Irrigation and Drainage
In 1917. the Argentine government created an interministerial commission,
Comisi6n de T i m s Aridas, to address the problems affecting irrigation and
drainage. The Commission is an intetfrce between the Secretariats of Agriculture,
Water Resources, Water and Electric Power, Economic Affairs, and Internal
Affairs and Planning. Its objective is to coordinate the development of the
dryland investment program, Pmgrama de Inversiones en Tierras Aridas. by
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considering the interdependence of the different irrigation projects in the
region. It is assisted by a technical secretariat made up of officials from the
institutions that make up the Commission.
The criteria adopted by the Commission will be applied to existing irrigation
systemsincludingthose with incompleteor deterioratinginfrastructure.priority
will be given as follows:
1. Maintenance costs for existing systems, with funding from public agencies
and through incentives given to the private sector.

2. Completion of the construction of unfmished irrigation infrasuucture, as
distinct from the initiation of new projects.
3. Rehabilitation projects. mainly construction of drainage works and lining of
canals.

4. Promotion of projects that will lead to crop diversification in existing
irrigation systems.
5 . When the preceding four criteria cannot be applied to two or more projects.
preference will be given to those where the socialand economic infirastrucaue

is more developed.
The drylands investment program is not automatically funded from national
or provincial budgets. One of the objectives is to replace this traditional
funding source by specialized local or international agencies that have specific
criteria and qualified staff for an appropriate evaluation.

BOLIVIA
Bolivia has an area of approximately 1.1 million square kilometers (km2 approximately equal to the combined areas of France and Spain and a
population of 6.4 million people. The countq has a wide range of physical
features forests, large rivers, vast plateaux. and high mountains.

-

-
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The total cropped area is 30 375 000 ha (1982). About 150 000 ha are
irrigated, of which 10 OOO ha are located in national irrigation systems; the
remainder are irrigated privately or by organized groups of water users. The
systems are usually small and only cover a limited area.
The country is generally divided into three regions according to the
physical, population, and production characteristics:

*

The high plateaux region, situated in one of the highest parts of the Andes
range with peaks up to 3 500 meters above sea level, accounts for 16percent
of the total area and 38 percent of the population. The region is located in
the department of La Paz, with its capital by the Same name. Annual rainfall
is 400-600 mm, most of which is received between December and March.
The agriculture of the region is essentially subsistence farming based on
potato, tobacco, maize, and quinoa. Livestock includes llamas and some
cattle; wool is also produced. Approximately 10OOO ha are irrigated, 2 800
haof which are covered by the Tacagua irrigation project in thecenterof this
region.

*

The region of the valleys, situated between 1200 meters and 3 500 meters
above sea level, accounts for 42 percent of the total area and 30 percent of
the population. The rainfall pattern varies with the altitude. In the valleys of
Cochabamba, Sucre, and Tarija, rainfall is the same as in the plateaux; it is
higher in the north and towards the Amazon Basin. Agricultural production
varies from cocoa to maize, using traditional techniquesincluding irrigation.
Fruits such as peach. apricot. and grape are grown and there are industries
(wine cellars, factories) to process the produce. A b u t 48 700 ha are.
irrigated. Among the major irrigation projects is the La Angostura project
on the Sulqui river. It is located in the department of Cochabamba. with an
irrigated area of 6 OOO ha. The project operates under state administration.

*

The lowlands, which cover 65 percent of the total area with only 20percent
of the population, include the departments of Santa Cruz. El Beni, and
Pando, as well as the eastern part of the department ofTarija. Total irrigated
area is 15 000 ha. This region has two distinct climatic zones:

- The subtropical semiarid Chaco region is located to the south of Santa
Cmz. Temperatures range between 0"- 40°C, and rainfall is only re
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between DecemberandMarch.Cmpsincludecouon,maize.and soybean.
The irrigated area does not exceed 4 OOO ha,but a series of infrasmturai
works were built to cover 30 OOO ha suppliedby thePilcomayo river. The
region has the highest potential forexpanding irrigation in Bolivia, given
its climatic conditions, fertile soils, and river water resources.

TheAmazonriverwatershedsituatedtothenonhofSan~~,hashigh
temperatures hirains throughout the year. Major crops are cotton, rice,
and sugarcane. The region of Santa Cruz de la Sierra has a hydrographic
network that forms part of the Amazon basin; the topography is quite
even, as is typical of the plains and annual rainfallis 700 mm in the south
and 2 OOO mm towards the northwest. Cmppd area exceeds 200 OOO ha,
and the main crops are cotton. sugarcane, rice, maize. soybean, etc. Apart
from the indigenous farmers them are colonies of Japanese settlers
(Okinawa) and Mennonites. Estimated irrigated area is 11OOO ha; access
to the major surface water and groundwaters o m s is an asset for rapid
expansion of irrigation. Some areas face problems of soil quality and
poor drainage.

Farmersare ~~~uallyresponsiblefcroperation,maintenance,andadminisuation
of the irrigation network. They only pay for maintenance. Once or twicea year
farmers put in a day to clean the irrigation network together.
Irrigation efficiency is Low. Water is distributed according to ancestral
customs and supply is u s d y meager at field level. For example, in the Cinti
valley, located in the department of Chquizaca, water is distributed over 700
ha according to a rotation system established in 1980, which is sctupulously
respected.

The most important irrigation and drainage problems are:

* In the high plateaux region:

- Establishment of irrigated crops on terrains with steep erosion-prone
slopes.

- Poor knowledge of

farmers about correct irrigation practices (flow
management, duration and time of irrigation, etc.).
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- Inadequate water conveyance infrastructure (network and fields).
- Need to integrate microirrigation techniques that use local marerials and
respect local customs.

*

In the valleys:

- The same problems as in the high plateaux region, particularly the
subsistence aficulture area Erosion control is of crucial importance;
crop diversification and mtation are needed to mainlain soil fertility.

-

*

In areas where cash crops are grown.there is a need to increase the level
of technical assistance to farmers, through dissemination of lechnicd
information MI cdtivaioq health, plot levelling for inigation.improvement
of the irrigation infrastructure at the zonal and field level, etc.

Inthelowlands:

- Need for integratedstudies. includingirrigation and dminageaspects, for
developing the Chaco and eopical and submpical regions to the north of
santa cruz.

- Need for technical assistance to farmers in terms of irrigation, drainage,
cropping techniques, etc.

CHILE
The climatic characteristics of Chile make a considerablepart of its agriculture
dependent on irrigation, at least during six months of the year. It has four
distinctseasons, witha wet winterandho1,almostdrysummerthroughoutmost
of the counuy.
The 13 administrative regions are divided from north to south. They are
grouped as follows:
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*

The northern desert provinces (Regions I, 11, and III) receive no rainfall.
Agricultural activities are limited to the valleys or along rivers, with very
liule water available for irrigation;water quality is also poor.

*

Region IV quires irrigation in Spring and summer and dams have to be
constructed to provide water for crops during these seasons.

*

Regions V, VI. and Vn offer adequate conditions for irrigation, since the
rivers are fed by snow melt from the Andes.

*

Regions VIII, IX,and X have higher rainfall and crops only require
supplemental irrigation during certain periods of the year.

*

Regions XI and XI1 have abundant rainfall and temperatures range. from
medium to low. Livestock pmduction and winter farming are the main
agricultural activities.

Total cropped area is 17.4 million h a Total irrigated area (1982 figure) is
1.26 million ha, with perennial isrigation in 59.39 percent of the area and
supplemental irrigation in 40.61 percent. Only 4 OOO ha have a drainage
network.
Among the irrigation institutions, the Irrigation Directorate (Direcci6n de
Riegos) was created in 1915 and placed under the control of the Ministry of
Development Its function is to plan, construct, and administer the water works
for a temporary period. The Directorate General for Water (Direcci6n General
de Aguas), UndertheMinistry ofPublicW~ks,isresparsiblefaenforcingthe
water laws (C6digo de Aguas). The new water law that came into effect in
1981, led to the creation of the National Irrigation-Commission (Comisi6n
Nacional de Riego), under the Ministry of the Economic Affairs. Its role is to
advise the Irrigation Directorate on the integrated studies conducted in the
valleys. The current water law recommends reduced involvement of govemment agencies and more private initiative.
Fanners manage irrigation systems tbmugh water CMNnUnities (comunidades
. de aguas), canal associations (asociaciones de cdistas), and vigilance
councils (iuntas de vigilancia). These are all autonomous entities governed by
an assembly and a chairman. Irrigation administmionhas thus been sufficiently
decentralized. Moreover, since the 197Os, the state has been transferring
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responsibility of a large part of the infrastructure. (dams, canals, and other
shucrures) to the private sector. The transfer is made through sale to existing
private companies and issue of shares that the state allocates to the water users.
Among the most important irrigation projects in the counhy are:

*

The multipurpose Conchi dam in Antofagasta (Region II), with a capacity
of irrigating 1 400 ha.

*

Rio Claro de Rengo project in the Central Valley, including a dam and u)
groundwater wells, for irrigating 8 OOO ha.

* Digua project in Region VII (€'anal for supplemental irrigation over 65 OOO
ha.

*

Coihueco dam in Region VIII, covering 6 500 ha.

*

Convento Viejo dam,expected to irrigate between 78 OOO and 160 OOO ha.

Through its agmssive export poky for agriculturalp r o d u c ~the
, government
has established subsidies for inaoducing innovative irrigation technology. In
1980.1 500 ha were under niclde irrigation. which was established through
private initiative. But certain problems related to poor water quality have
emerged as a r e d $ insufficient removal of salt deposits is also observed.
Studies and advice are needed to solve the problems.
Rice is grown between the latitudes of 34OlO'S and 36920's. covering parts
of Regions VI, VII, and VIU. Two-thirds of the national rice production is
concentrated in Region VII. Cropped area is 36 860 ha (1985 figure); it is
mainly located on clayey soils that are considered as marginal for other crops.
Rice could be potentially grown over 250 OOO ha on alluvial or lake soils.
Irrigation problems idenwid in Chile are:

*

High cost of irrigationprojects due to the generally mugh topography which
requires the construction of siphons, tunnels, drop shuctures. etc.
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Limited soil resources for the fume expansion of irrigaion; the maximum
area that can be. economically irrigated with current technology is not more
than 2.5 million ha.

* Poor quality of water and insuffzient flow capacity that cause problems in
areas with trickle higation in the northem part of the counay.

*

Conveyance and distribution losses due to infiihntion.

*

Oversupply of water to some crops, especially rice.

*

Location of cropped areas (except for rice) on steep slopesand soils that are
not adequately levelled for higation. Fields are shipped of topsoil, with
subsequent loss of soil fertility.

*

For rice crops, lack of knowledge of economically appropriate methods.
equipment, and layouts for conshucting minor irrigation and drainage
shuclures. These includeland levelling according to soil characteristicsand
limitations (e.g. heavy texture, impmeable horizon, high water table,
etc.).

*
*

Limited crop rotation.

*

Lack of knowledge of fanners abut irrigation techniques.

*

Need to reline field-drain pipes over 1 OOO ha in a system irrigated by the
Lluta river (northern Chile) and a comparatively smaller area in the
Camarones valley.

Unsuitable plowing equipment (e.g. plows with nonreversible moldboards
for rice crops).
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PERU

In Peru agriculture is an occupation that dates back to very early times. By the
time the Spanish arrived; there were mom than 700 OW ha of irrigated land,
with sophisticatedsystemsof watersupply from surfacewaterandgroundwater
soDuiing the next 350 years, however, the irrigatedam was considaably
reduced. In the late 19th century, interest was renewed in expnnding b e
cultivated area under irrigation. Currently, irrigated area covers 2 587 OW ha
of cropped area (1986 figure), which represents 34percent of the totalcropped
area.
The terrain is very rough, with the Andes range which crosses the country
from north to south. Three natural regions can bedistinguished.

*

The coastal region, with 1522 OOO ha (55 percent of total irrigated area) of
irrigated land. A ~ u arainfall
i
is less than 25 mm. The region's 52 rivers are
the main source of water supply: they are fed by the rains in the central€'em.
Rainfall is W
during J~~a1y-Apdl(75
m t ) , with the remaining
25 percent falling between May and December. Large projects are under
way to deliver surface water and to reclaim lands affected by salinization
andpoordrainage(40percentofthetotal).Morethan 12OOOwellsweaedug
to draw on groundwater. Among the most important projects m: chiraF'iura project (35 OOO ha), Tinajones project (96 OOO ha). Majes project (60
OOO ha), and Chavimwhic project (138 OW ha).

*

The Sierra region, with 990 OW ha (33 percent) of irrigated land. M a l l
varies widely between 44 mm and 1 200 mm; the temperstures fluctuate
between hot and cold. due to the uneven topography. Rational planning of
agriculture. is therefore difficult. The main irrigation project., are: Linea
Global prokt (30 OOO ha) extending into the coastal region and Jequetepque
Zafla project (46 OOO ha).

*

The forest region, with 258 OOO ha (9 percent) of irrigated land. The region
has abundant water mources. Annual rainfall varies between 700 mm and
4 500 mm. Supplemental irrigation is required during dry periods due to the
high evaporation levels.
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The institution responsible for irrigation administration in Peru is the
Directorate General for Water (Dinxcih Garcral de Aguas). Irrigation
districts were created for better management of water resources; there, am
currently 76 districts (coastalregion,31; Sierra regitm, 32: forest region, 13).
The water-wer associations (comits de regantar. comisiow de regantes,
juntas de usuarios) work with the Water Authority (Autoridad de Aguas) for
system operations,but participate more directly in maintenance. The National
Water Users’ Council (Junta Nacional de Usuarios) was constituted recently;
it groups together water users from all the irrigation districts. Activities related
to water use and delivery by the state and warn users are governed by the
General Water Law (Decree No. 17752 of 1969).
Inadequate use of irrigation water in the new irrigated areas of the coast has
led to land saliizarion and flooding due to poor drainage in the lower parts of
the valleys. These problems affect 34percent of the area.In the Sierra region,
surface and underground drainage problems are caused by excessive rainfall
and by ffllration to lower terraces, valleys, and areas surrounding lakea and
lagoons. About 1 500 ha are affected by these drainage problems. The forest
region mainly faces surface drainage problems due to heavy rainfall, river
ovemOw. and almost zero dope of the soils.
A land drainage and rehabilitation center, Cenw Nacional de Drenaje y
RehabilitacMn, was established in 1968 to control and prevent drainage and
soil salinization problems. It is the result of a collaborativeeffort between the
Peruvian Agricultural University and G o v m e n t of the Netherlands. A
nationalplan for rehabilitating coastal land, Plan0 Nacional de Rehabilitaci6n
de Tierras Costeras. was started in 1974, and a pmgram fox land drainage and
reclamation, Pmgrama Nacional de Drenaje y Recuperacin de Tierras
(PRONADRET), began recently in 1988.

URUGUAY
Uruguay lies in the southern temperate zone between the latitudes 30-35 S.
Averageannualrainfallis 1071 mm,with 10percentmoreinthenorthempart
of the counay and 10 percent less in the south. Between December and
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F e w . due to a rainfall deficit of 300 mm. supplemental irrigation is
required to satisfy crop water requirements.
The rural areas are practically uninhabited, with an average population
density of 15 people/km2. The major crops for the past several decades have
been riceand sugarcane. The uoppedareatotals 15 million ha,of which 88 OOO
ha are irrigated (1982 figure). Rice covers about 60percent of the cropped area
and sugarcane slightly more than 15 percent The current rice and sugarcane
areas could be increased through irrigah, since production is less than the
processing capacity.
Only 2 percent of the totalsurface water resources are used for irrigation; 95
percent of the irrigation resou~~es
are used for rice crops. Surface water is
usually supplied by directly pumping water from rivers, streams. and lagoons.
Winter runoff is c ~ l l e ~ t in
e ddarns fw usc d m OcIober-Matth.
Thc govmment has established w e d higatim projects. The India
Muerta dam (department of Rocha)has a holding capacity of 116million cubic
meters (m3). It irrigates 8.OOO ha of rice crops, with the participation of two
large groups of rice h e r s . It also enables the expansion of livestock
production in the dryland area covered by the project Anothex project is
located in the Merin lagoon basin, on the borda with Brazil. Seventy-eight
percent (1988figure) of the total rice-growing area in U ~ g u a yis concentrated
in t
his project.
Three agiicdtml settlements (colonias agrccolas) have alsobeen establisbd

* TheEspaasettlement(Be1laUnin).withZOOOhaofsugarranecropsthatare
processed by the C A L M sugarrefinery.The CALPICA cooperativein this
colony has 1500ha of sugarcanecrops,divided into threeirrigation sectors,
each with equipment to pump water from the U ~ g u a yriver.

*

The B m t a settlement (Fray Bentos), with a project for u)oha of citrus,
sugarbeet. and maize. Water is pumped from the Uruguay river.

*

The Molinelli settlement (San Jacinto) is located 55 km from the capital. It
has 500 ha of gardens and orchards for market crops and is supplied by a
ESeNOU.
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Rice cmps are flooded. Surfaceirrigation (rivers. 70 percent reservoirs,30
percent) supplies 90 percent of this water, while the remaining 10 percent is
obtained from groundwater. Seventy-eightpercent of UN~II~Y’S
rice-growing
area is concentrated in the Merin lagoon basin, 17 percent in the Rfo Negro
basin. and 5 percent in the department of Artigas (1988 figures).
Furrow irrigation (surface water, 60 percenc groundwater, 40 percent) is
used for sugarcane crops. The methods used for market crops are furrow
irrigation (60-80percent) and sprinkler irrigetion(20- 40 percent). The main
source is groundwater: 85 percent for market crops (approximately 2‘ 500 ha)
and 70percent for fruitcrops.
Various organizations deal with crop production in irrigated areas. The
Ministry of Livestock Production and Agriculture conducts studies, research,
and experiments and disseminates fmdings on soil, climate, water, and crops.
The Ministry of Public Works is responsible for planning and constructing the
infrastructure for collective irrigation and drainage systems. The Instituto
Nacional de Colonizaci6n. an institute for land settlement. operates. develops,
and administers irrigation works, it also offers technicalassistance and credit
to settlers.
Fanner participation in operation, maintenance, and administration of
irrigation systems is still in ics early stages. Cooperatives in the large systems
handle markedng and irrigation services. In cenainrice-growing areas, irrigation
services are provided by private companies, who are paid in kind (a certain
number of sacks of riceha).
Major irrigation problems are as follows:

*

The soils where rice is grown have a medium texnue and are not well
drained. They are characterized by low fertility and poor permeability with
excess moisture in winter and a deficit in summer. Crops need to be.
constantly rotated, with fallows of 2-3 years, to overcome these problems
and that of weeds.

*

Rice crops need carefully levelled soils. This is a cost-intensive operation
because of the extremely uneven topography.

*

Water consumption is very high, resulting in low irrigauon efficiency. It
also creates problems among fanners during water scarcity.

c o m i ~OF
s mu somm corn
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*

Higher pumping costs reduce crop profitability.

*

The water conveyance and distribution infrasmcaae in sugarcane crops is
inadequate. It lacks gauging s t r u c w , stanhydraulic gates, etc.

*

Maintenanceoftheitrigationrrigationinfrastructunin sugarcanecropsis inadequate.
The insuffiiientcanalgmdientis favorabletoweedgrowth,controlmes
for which are not bawl on rational techniques.

*

Farmers cannot impove water use as they lack basic knowledge about
efficient irrigation practices (e.g. appmprim type of irrigation. irrigation
methods based on soil characteristics. land levelling. timely application of
water, etc.).

TRAINING AND RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
In Argentina, various OrganiZaths conduct teaching and research activities
related 0 irrigation and m g e . Among these the most importaat are the
Universities; the InstiIute of Agricultural Technology,Instituto Nacional de
Tecnologia AgrIcola (INTA), and INCYTH.
Theun*ersitiesprimarilyfocusonbaPicresearchand~tgraduatebraining.
Jrrigationand drainage are either taught as part of the agricultural sciences
program, where the subject is studied in detail, or as part of the hydraulic
engineering program, where the topic is considered as a semndary activity.
The creation ofa Master-level postpduate course in inigation and drainage
has been approved, and it will begin in 1990 at the Pacdty of Agricultural
Sciencesof theNational University of Cuyo. situatedin the Mendoza province.
INTA's research activities are mainly conducted in Mendom. with smaller
tcamsat experimentstations in the p v i n c e s of San Juan and Rlo Negro. In the
remaining stations throughout the country, the staff is mainly involved in
irrigation-relatedextension activities and research is Limited to on-site. testing
of techniques developed at the centers of excellence. The results obtained by
INTA are directly transferred to fanners.
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INCYTH conducts its irrigation and drainage work at its two cantens, CELA
and CRA in Mendoza. CELA as its name suggests focuscs on water
economy, legislation, and adminismtion.CRA deals with mountain andurban
hydrology, and irrigation and drainage throughout the counay. Mendoza was
selected as the site for the. two c
e
n
m as it offas a natural laboratory for
studying existing conditions and testing new methoda It has 500 OOO ha
classified BS appropriate for irrigation and adequately organized water-user
associations.
INCYTH is concerned with applied research and development on new
themes that require.more in-depth research or the development of innovative
technology. Fanners are involved only when the new methods are being
evaluated, The results of the evaluation are then t r s n s f d to the universities,
INTA, and national and provincial institutions. who are responsible for
disseminating them among farmers and other water w.
INCYTH’s activities are oriented toward three aspects: a) applied research
andtechnology developmen$ b)advicetop~vincial,natio~.andinte~tio~
institutions; and c) manpower development and dissemination of knowledge
squired in the field.

-

-

Applied x s m h programs on higatbn and drainage conducted by INCITHCELA and INCYTH-CRA, include:

*

Optimization of the operation of irrigation systems: models for operating
reservoirs used for irrigation, models for optimum water use at regional
level, combined use of surface water and gmundwatex re.wurces, methods
for inventory of the irrigation and drainage infrasrmcture, and information
storage in data banks.

*

Design and evaluation of inigation systems and engineeringworks guidehm
for designing new irrigation projects,including operation and maintenance

aspects; standardization of the design of field-level irrigation structures.

*

Automatization of irrigation at fwld and distribution network levels, based
on local conditions.

*

Measurement of water deliveries at field and distribution network levels, in
order to w a s kigadon efticiency and efficiency of inigation a d m i i t i o n
in the area.

-D

*

COUNTRI&FOR mE
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of canals; and weed conml by mechanical. manual, and biological means.

*

Dwnnination of parametem for inigarion application and of evaluation
techniques, with the objective of improving inigation efticiency.

*

Study of drainage at mne and field levels. through an extensive network to
monitor water-table levels in the province of Mendoza

*

Use of remote sensing for: study of actual and potenrial evapomspiration
rates, monitoring of cmp water requirements, charting of cmps. inventory
of the inigation and dminage infrastructure,determination of the extent and
rate of saliization, etc.

*

W i g of agriculturaldevelopmentthrough thecombined use of techniques
such as remote sensing and on-site informationcollection (implementation
stage).

*

Formulation of water codes and laws.

*

Analysis of the legal, economic, and organizational features of water
administration.

*

Sociological analysis of the water-usex associations.

*

System of fee establishment and a budgeting system for irrigation
administrations.

*

Development of models, criteria, and methods for planning investment
projects for irrigation and drainage.

*

Analysis of technological needs.

*
*

Studies on the socioeconomic effect of contamination on irrigated m.

On-site treatment of effluents and re-use of water for inigation purposes.
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organization of water &r ceasustr, etc.
The two INCYTH centers organb manpowa development seminars and
internaliional and national worksbps on Opaetion, maintenance, and
administration; integrated management of water TUIOUIC~~:
-oh
and
bmge management; irrigation fecs; drainage pmblems st regional level, etc.
For this, they collaborate with major internationalOrganiZetions such as FAO,

UNESCO.and ECLA.
INCYTHplans to develop the facilihat Mendoza with: conferencemms
with simultanms intapretationfaciities and different types of amphitheaters
of variable capacity; library; printing fedlities: various types of computer
equipment (micro-VAX II, FCs), equipment for digitalization of plans and
digital plocessing of satellite images and neutron probes for soil moisture
determinations; laboratory for irrigation and drainage, automatization of
irrigation, and electronics; vehicles for lransporting course participants: etc.
Each year, INCYTH receives 5-10 visitors from other countries (the
Netherlands, FRG, USA, other Latin American countries) who come for
specific training in cenain areas of its activity. Specialists from Europe and
USA regularly visit the Institute for periods of 2% weeks in order to apply and
test various mathematical models in the region.

SUGGESTED LINES OF ACTION FOR IlMI
Lines of Action at Regional Level

*

National and regional iraining and development programs for operations,
maintenance, and administration staff. They should be similar to the
INCYTH-CRA courses. Professional, technical, and support levels should
all be covered. The most appmpriate techniques should be studied in each
case and they should be in line with irrigation development in the region.

~
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* cours+s on the acaignof irrigation .simc~,basedonfutmaopaarions,
maintenance, and a d m h i m t h needs.

*

Workshops on opaation. maintenanw, and sdminisoatton
'
fordechion
makers from different wunuiw, in mbr to f a m i b b thrm with new
techniques and to discuss applicability of the tcchniquc.q.

*

Courses

on management of irrigation services in the. disoicts, similar to
thossorganizedbyINCyTH-cELA.ThesawmscsshouldinC~strategy
establishment, management techniques. and monitoring and evaluation of
nsults.Thccousesshouldbeor~e~yhuoycarsforqualificd~.

* Workshops on policies

for rehabilitation or maintenance of irrigation
systems or both, with presentation of case. studies.

*

Reduction of publications in Spnnish and Pormgueseto communicate
new techniques to irrigation district staff, to comment on the results
obtained in other regions of Latin Amaica. and to reccive their input

*

Implementation of a regional research program. directed by IIMI and in
callabodon withothaintemationalorganiaions.Fourareasanpropsed
for launching the pm$8m:

- Application of techniques to design,operate,maintain, and adminim
irrigation projects in less developed ruralareas and in valleys with steep
slopes. A valley in C~habamba,Bolivia, could be selected,or alocation
with similar conditions in Peru. 'Ihc results would be useful for similar
regions in Mexico, Ecuador. Colombia,and other countries.

- Applicationofmoderntechniquesrelatedtoirrigationcanalmanagemenf
maintenance methods, and forms of admiismtion. Case studies could
be selected from Argentina Wendoza or San Juan), Brazil (projects in
the northeast). Chile (Central Valley), or Peru (coastal region).

- Application of models to optimize combined use of water resources and
useof~tec~~(forexample,satelliteimages.GIs)for~
and management of irrigation at mne or district level. A possible case
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would be that of Mendom. where a study was conducted on this aspect
and yielded a rich information base.

- Selection of appropriateintepted techniques for maintaining irrigation

and drainage systems. especially in terms of weed conml. The location
of the study area should be determinedacconling to the type of climate
where the project will be conducted. as it has a direct effect on weed
development.

Lines of Action Specific to Individual Counaies

*

Advice on preparation of irrigation guidelines, including manuals on the
tasks of operation, maintenance, and administration staff.

*

Organization of courses on the techniques for information managementand
communicationbetween irrigation agencies and farmers,using case studies.

*

Assistance in organizing courses given by staff from each countfy, for a
thorough understanding of operation, maintenance, and admin&ation
techniques. A specific case could be developed during each course. These
courses would train staff who would serve as "multipliers" of these
techniques in the other m s of the country.

*

Advice on computerizationofplanning. execution, andcontrol foroperation.
maintenance, and administration of irrigation systems.

*

Organization of workshops to discuss case studies to identify the most
suitable methods for payment of irrigation services.

*

Assistance in the organization of a program informing farmers on various
irrigation. levelling, and drainage techniques, using mass communication,
group communication, demonstration plots, etc. The program would be
executed by national staff.

*

Organization of a national and regional program to encourage farmer
participation in operation, maintenance, and administration of irrigation
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systems, according to the laws and socioeconomic conditions in each
country.

*

Advice to each country on the process of transferring responsibility from
state agencies to water users.

Chapter 4

PROBLEMS OF IRRIGATION SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION
Role of Irrigated Agriculture in Latin America

LATINAMERICA,
L ~ Kother
E
developingregionsof the world, experiences serious
and v e y variedlimitations m aaairdng theshcrt- andmedium-tam socioecomnic
objectives set out in national, sectoral.and regional developmnt plans.
One of the major problems facing Latin America as a whole. is that of
substantially increasing its cumnt levels of agricultural production and
productivity, particularly for focd and fiber crops.
In recent years, there has been a general co-us
at conferencesanended
by agriculanal development officials and specialists that the actual and
potential irrigated ~ ~ e could
a s
and should unuiiibutc significantly to an
alleviation or solution of the production problems.
The report of the Independent Commission on htemtional Development
Issuw under the chaimmh’p of ex-Chancellor Willy Brandt is a relevant
indication of the consensus expressed at major meetings such as the World
Food C o n f m c e (1974), United Nations Conference on Water (1977), InterAmerican Conference on Agriculml, the Latin American Seminars on
Irrigation.
In chapter V on Hunger and Food,the Brandt report stab that investment
is better than food aid and recommends that: “‘Iht biggest singleamount ofinvestment quired is for irrigation and water management.
61
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The implementation of the fust part of the recommendation is rendered
difficult by the economic crisis faced by most countries of the region. Due to
scarce. financial resowe-s, the cwntries have to seek loans from the InterAmerican Development Bank. World Bank,and other funding agenciesfor the
construction of new inigation projects.
The second part of the recommendation, however, is feasible as it requires
an optimization of water administrationand an optimum utilizationof irrigation
pmjects.

Water and Land Availability for Agricultural Production
Latin America is a privileged region BS regards the availability of water and
land resou~ces.The problems facing agricultureare in fact those of “scarcities
in abundance.”
Many studies concur that the region has the most abundant water resources
in the world. Average annual rainfall is 1 500 millimeters (mm), 60 percent
higher than the world average. Average annual water flow is 370 OOO cubic
meters pex second (m’/s) which represents 30 percent of the world total.
In reality, these averages conceal marked differences among countries. a
situation that belies the earlier statement. Most of the Peruvian coast and
northern Chile have virtually no effective rainfall, while in the Chwo region
of Colombia, and the Darien region of Panama,average annual rainfall is
approximately 8 000 mm.Large seasonal and annual vaiations in intensity and
frequency are recorded in zones with an average annual rainfall of 1.200 mm.
Yields of rainfed crops, particularly annual (duration c100 days) and perennial
crops, are unpredictable because of excess or insufficient rainfall.
Seasonal and annual rainfall variations are reflected in the irregular water
flow in the basins. Although the upper basins of the Andean rivers south of
latitude 28’ S are fed by glaciers and melting snows, water flow in many cases
is still not regular.
The river network is also not evenly distributed throughout the area. A few
major rivers l i e the Amazon, Plate, Orinoco. and Grijalba-Usumascinta
account for 70 percent of all rivers. Although these river basins cover 45
percent of Latin American territory,they only account for a b u t 10 percent of
the total population.
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This situation explains why water for agricultural purposes is a scarce
TesOUICc.

Latin America has a potential of approximately 700 million hectares (ha) of
arable land But the act& cultivated-& (annualand perennialcrops, prairies
with crops, fallow land) according to recent national end FA0 statistics only
totals approxjmately 170 million ha. of which 15 million ha are irrigated (8.8
percent of total cultivated m).

Irrigated Areas
The total irrigated area,with perennial or supplemental irrigation,is estimated
at approximately 15 million ha, which is signiiicantly little compnred with the
available potential.
In South America alone, excluding the humid tropics, the potential irrigated
area is calculated to be 160million ha.Nearly all the Latin American countries
have areas under irrigation; countries with the largest irrigated areas att
Mexico, Argentina, Chile, Peru. and Brad.

Butinprectice.nomorethan80percentofthcpotentialareacanbeirrigated
annually because of flow fluctuations in the rivers that supply the irrigated
areas. In several countries, the infrastructureconstructed over the last 15 years,
particularly the water distribution and delivery network, does not cover all the
fields that could be supplied by the main reservoir and conveyance network.
Thisreducesthetotalirri~tedareatolessthanthe80percentindicatedearlier.
The average area that is actually irrigatedannually is reduced even further due
to other problems, which are discussed in the next section.
Approximately 85 percent of the region’s irrigated area is composed of
irrigation systems, projects, or districts established with state funding. Gravity
irrigation is used in about 95 percent of the total irrigated area,but it is not
found to be very efficient. In Mexico, the efficiency levels are: water use, 46
percent; conveyance and distribution, 70 percent; application at field level, 65
percent. In Argentina, overall efficiency is no more than 30 percent in major
irrigation systems. This level is also observed in most other Latin American
irrigation systems.
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CONSTRAINTS TO BETTER USE AND MANAGEMENT OF
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
The problems affecting use and management of irrigatim systems vary
according to the situation in individual countries. This has bem confired at
recent conferenm attended by officials and specialistsinvolved in this effort.
It must be acknowledged. however, that considerable p r o p s has been made
in cartain countries.
The conferences have contributed to a large extent in the identificationof
the caum and ef€ectsof these problems. But the policies, l i s of action,and
methods recommended to alle.viate or overwme the problems have yet to be
adopted and implemented.
ThC genaal problems can be gmuped 88 follows: legal and regulatory;
instituhnak technical, adminismtive. and methodological; and socioeconomic and cultural.

Legal and Regulatory Problems
The fundamental legal aspects concem regulatory laws which defue and
establish the procedure to be followed; in this case.they govern water and land
resources. They also concem regulations. which are general and specific rules
for facilitating the intefprhion and implementationofbasic laws. In piactice,
regulations can be more easily modified as they are normally formulated and
put into effect by different echelons of the eracutive branch.

Legal and replatory problems arise Rom various aspects.
Ourdored water and land laws or codes. Bolivia, Blazil, Honduras, and the
Dominican Republic are among the counbies where basic water laws have
been in force for at least 25 years. although them are plans to update them. On
the other hand, Colombia,Guatemala, Nicaragua and Venezuela do not have
specific laws for water, although they have been mafted.
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Since 1969, the national laws on water have been updated in the remaining
counhies: Peru (1969). El Salvador (1970). Ecuador (1972). Mexico (1972),
Uruguay (1979). and Chile (1981).
Fundamental incongruities behveen laws for water and other natural resources. Incertain counuies.varying degrees of antinomy areobservedamong
basic laws. Differentlawsconsiderwaterasapublicutilityorasapublicutility
that may be used freely by riparian farmers for natural irrigation,thus ceasing
to be public. Laws or decrees on minerals and some other natural resoums
refer to water as public or private propeny. Such conflicting views invalidate
the legal safeguards, creating serious problems for the admiisuation of water
resources.
Inadequate general or specific regulatwns to facilitate the interpretation
and implementationof warer laws. In many LatinAmerican countries,there are
insufficient general and specific regulations which could clarify the laws for
easier interpretation and implementation. without
departing from the basic principles established in the laws. The regulations
should define the “rules of the game” to be observed and respected by both
public servants responsible for their implementation and by water users.
Delays by legislativeandexecutivebodies inpromulgating updatedbillsfor
water laws and general and specificregulations. This problem which exists in
severalcounuiesin theregionisrelatedto theirparticularsituation,andaffects
optimum useanddevelopmentofvariwsresourcesavailableinhigatedareas.
Lackofflexibiliryonthepart ofthe normaljudiciary inhandlinglitigatwns.
Except for the few counaies with special COW. disputes involving the use of
water are resolved very slowly by the normal judiciary. Such delays have an
create seriousproblems for users and public or private institutions responsible
for developing irrigated agriculture, particularly management of irrigation
systems, projects, or districu.

Institutional Problems
The following institutional problems have been idenNied.
Poor organization, operation, and mobilization of human and financial
resources by irrigation agencies. The recent budgetary restrictions in many
countries are becoming even tighter. This has affected the organization and
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normal operation of agencies responsible for developing the existing irrigated
areSS.

The repercussions are seen at differat levels and have led to: a lack of
qualified professional and technical
too many unhmployed junior
staff; limited travel expenses: lack of materials. equipment. and manuals on
operationsandproceduresdures,elc.Therearenotmany specializedunitstocollect.
process, and anally% infnmatiOn on the diffmnt responsibilities of the
institutions, which would mable a realistic assessment of their performance.
There is also a shortage of units to cany out activities such as agricultural
research and extension.
Lack of coordination between government and other institutions. National
and regional organizationsoften share the responsibility for studies, consmction, and management, but without coordinating their activities. In Argentina
and Brazil. the size ofthe territories and federalsystem of government justify
such situations. But they are also found in countria with centralized governments such as Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia, exceptions being the Dominican
Republic, Colombia, Costa Rica. Mexico, and Guatemala.
Poor coordination between irrigation agencies and organizatwns responsible for support services and action program. Very few countries in the
region have institutionalized coordination mechanisms to ensure optimum
concerted efforts between agencies that are directly responsibility for operations, maintenance, and administration of irrigation systems, and organizations responsible for support services and action programs (research and
development of irrigated agriculture. marketing, agroindustries. land tenure,
training, credit, input supply, s b g e and transpon). They should as a single
entity and contributeto a more rational use of all available rewurces in these
areas.

Luckof organizedparticipation of water users in operations. maintenance.
administration, and development of irrigation system. Water users in Chile,
MendozaandtheCORFO-RloColoradoregioninArgentine,and the irrigation
districts of Coello and Saldafla in Columbia provide an excellent example of
farmer management of irrigation systems.
Such organized participation by water users is found to a lesser extent in
Mexico, Peru, the remaining inigated districts in Colombia, and certain
systems in Ecuador, Brazil, Uruguay, the DominicanRepublic, and Honduras.
But in the other countries, userparticipation is eithanegligibleor nonexistent.
Inadequate training of irrigation agency s t d . The current economic and
financialsituationhasledu,aseriouslackoftrainingforalllevelsofirrigation
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agency staff. Mexico has made considerable efforts in this direction, through
its mining programs for S A R H officials. Training programs are also conducted in Brazil, Peru, Argentina, the Dominican Republic, and Colombia,
with support from IICA, FAO. AID, BID, and other organizations.

Technical, Administrative, and Methodological Problems
In most countries, operations,maintenance, and adminishationare the tasks
of cennalized or independent agencies, mainly from the agricultural sector.
They confront a variety of problems in providing these essential services.
Inappropriate subdivision of irrigation districts. Subdivision of the irrigationdistrictsshouldcorrespondtoexistingstructures,canalnelwohs,andland
tenure system. Water distribution can then be r a m , as well as the work
of service officials.
Nonexistent, insufficient.or underutilized gauging structures. Mme gauging sections and devices are needed to monitor and measure water catchment,
conveyance, distribution, and delivery.
Outdated registers of water users. Proper records are needed to iden!ify
owners and/or water users in the irrigated districts: location of total and
cropped areas of farms with irrigation rights; location, number, and maximum
capacity of field-level intakes and of natural or artificial channelsfor draining
excess surface water or groundwater.
Inattention to the oniginal design twm. Little or no attention is paid to
norms for a correct operation of the major structures such as regulating weirs,
diversion weirs,regulators, pumping stations for irrigation and drainage,
maintenance equipment).
Unsuitable water distributionmethodsandnorm. Water distribution methods do not often correspond to soil characteristicsand crop water requiremats
(time of application and amount); application, conveyance, and distribution
efficiencies: water availability: and catchment, distribution, and delivery
capacities.
Low overall irrigation eficiency. In many cases the efficiency rate is less
than 30percent. Factors responsible for the low rate include: inefficientoperations and maintenance, inadequate. extension services and credit facilities f a
mining water users in better irrigation ptim for a rational and sustainable
use of land resources.

-
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Lack of coordination between operations and maintenance.Poor coordinationmakesitdifficulttocutoffwatersupply tocany out inspectionsandmaintuLBnce.
Lack of coordinationbetween institutions managing regulating reservoirs
and irrigation agencies.Regulating reservoirs are managed by agencies other
than those responsible for managing irrigation systems. The lack of coordination between these institutions affects irrigation services.
Lack of iaformntion and methodsfor monitoring and evaluating management of irrigation system. Such information includes: checklists for operations: water data,derived and delivered volumes; conveyance. distribution.
and application losses; specific and overall efficiencies; a m , avexage water
requirments. average unit yields, total production, and value of different
crops: production costs and net income of fanners;etc.
Ineflcient plaMing and execution of mahtenance and improvement programs. Routine and preventive maintenance of the hydraulic infraseuciure.,
roads,equipment andbuildings,isoftendelayedandcarriedoutinefficienUy.
Maintenance specificaly involves: removal of sediment and vegetation from
irrigation and drainage canals, pmper operation of gates for control and
distribution of water; rehabilitation of canal bedsand embankments, drainage
network, bridges, and service roads;repair of pumping stations; maintenance
of buildings. and passenger and heavy-duty vehicles; etc.
Unsuitable maintenance norms for maintenance equipment. Norms for
routine and pventive maintenance either do not exist or are unsuitable. This
mainly applies to heavy or any other equipment used by maintenance services.
NoMvai/abilify of essentid spare parts. Equipmsnt is out of commission
for long periods because of the rigid procedures for procuring spare parts.
Excessive dependence on mechanical removal of sediment and weedsfrom
canals. Such work can be suitably done by local field labor which is available
during the land prepmtion season. The laborers could be. paid either daily
wag= or by quantity of material removed
Nonevaluation of Operations and maintenance costs. Operations and maintenance costs are rarely assessed. This applies to output, materials, and cost of
maintenance and rehabilitation of the infrastructure.
Lax enforcement of regulations. Sanctionsare not strictly imposed in c a w
of water theft, willful damage to intake or control st~~ctllres.
damage to roads
though negligent handling of surface water, consmction of unauthorized
intakes, etc.
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Absence of demonstration plots. There is a need for fields or plots for
demonsuating irrigation and cropping techniques for local crops.
Lackofcoordinafion between agenciesproviding support services. There is
a lack of coordinauon between the different agencies responsible for credit,
marketing, extension services. research and training, agmindustries, and
agricultural development.
Lack of communication with water-user associations. Little effort is made
to integrate the active participation and collaboration of water-user associations in programs and activities aimed at a better use of resources.
These problems are to some extent common to many irrigation systems in
Latin America. However, some countries with more experience in irrigation
such as Mexico, Peru, Argentina, and Colombia, have largely avercame the
problem7 in some of their irrigation systems. Other countries are attempting to
solve them.

Socioecoiiomic and Cultural Problems
In many countries, landless peasants were collectively or individually allotmi
land with irrigation and drainage facilities, in accordance with national land
reform or settlement laws. But in many instances. for political reasons, the
beneficiaries had no experience of cultivating even dryland or rainfed crops.
Socioeconomic problems are mainly related to the implementation of land
reforin policies in irrigated areas.
Beneficiaries are passive subjects. Decisions on land reforms were taka at
higher levels, without organization of mining and motivation programs.
Lack of motivation of beneficiaries. The beneficiaries prefer to be sole
owners of their land. With very few exceptions, those on collectively allotted
land have no incentive to collaboiate and commit themselves to the successof
the operation.
Lack of responsibility of leaders of collective lands. Leaders of collective
lands do not often fulfill theirresponsibilitiesforcertain taskssuch as'delivery
of harvest, credit payment, acquisition of inputs.
Delays in execution of the final deeds. Delays in awarding the deeds to
beneficiaries creates difficultiesfor certain procedures such as credit applica-

CONCLUSION

Chapter 5

FORMATION OF WATER-USERS ASSOCIATIONS
ANDTRAINING
Fabio de Novaes
INTRODUCTION
A a ~ ~-Dw ~ u DHWNDSentirely on the managementof pmduction
factors including technical and financial factors. inputs, equipme4 and l a b .
The availability or shortage of any of these factors dwrminesthe pattern and
degree of development and intensification.
One of the maincharacteristics of Brazilian agriculm is its diversity which
is based on diffmnt geographic, cultural, and settlementconditions and on the
form of crop or livestock production. Another charaaeristic is fragmentation
due to the high co6t of land and division of property through the line of
inheritance. Farm size is often reduced to an am that can no longer be
exploited productively.

FARM MANAGEMENT
Extensive livastcck pmduction does not raise major management problems.
Such activities are usually located in remote. low-cost 81ta9 where h a d i t i d
pastunscanstiUsad~productionneeds,taborrequirementparealsolowand
can be met by local manpower. The only inputs used are those necessary to
71
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maintain natural growth. l h e most important problems concern animal health
and protection of property.
Large extensive, nonirrigated farms do not q u i r e much management
Risks are higher, but the magnitude of pmduction also yields profits in the long
term. Investments in crop protection and price stabilization guarantee good
results but require a more complex adminiseative structure.
In both cases the producer-owner g m d y lives in the city, and the farm is
left in charge of a manager or administnuor.Big farms are sometimes managed
by a smgle person living on site. while the owner takes care of "weekend
management".
Such bituations are alsocommon in large irrigationsystems. In this case. the
owner's presence is vital because of higher investmentsand the need for better
technology.
Management of small and medium private irrigated farms is more complex.
More intensive fanning implies more assistance and inputs, larger suppon
structure, more technical know-how, and better processing of produce to
supply more demanding markets. Water management becomes an important
factor in overall management.

MANAGEMENT OF MINOR IRRIGATION IN GOVERNMENT
PROJECTS
In Brazil,higation systems of farms developed through govenunent projects
are hampered by poor management. The most important causes for this
constraint are:
* Scttlers have little experience of inigated agriculture. For cultural reasons
they do not respond favorably to technological innovations. lhey also lack
the financial and technical support to cany out their acrivities successfully.
These new fanners do not shm common interests and are therefore not
mentally prepared to form p u p s . By imposing a cooperative model on
reticcnt farmers, the government has contributed to the discredition of an

otherwise efficient system for marketing fann produce.

*

Excessive intervention of government agencies in decisions of rural
communities. without duly considering their aspirations. The agencies
presume that they have sufficient know-how to organhe water-ust~s
958ociBtions and tend to issue m g u l a h that
~ are often inappropria~or illtimed. But the technical and fmracialauppxt given rarely covers even
minimum needsfor development bacauseit is either inadequateor untimely.

*

Disproponionareemphaeisoncivilengineainevis-a-visa~ul~lolowhow. The cost of hydraulic S I N C ~ ~makes
~
mUneconomically unfeasible.
The agricultural and human elemats are overlooked in implementing
govaruncnt irrigation pr0jects.

The current policy of deccnaalizing g o v m e n t projects in the northeast
should make them cost-effective by eliminatingthc damaging effects of public
administration. The success of thispolicy willlargely depend on the method of
implementation. But decentralizstioo is not an easy task. One risk is that
farmers who are unprepand to manage their farms will be left out of the
production process unless they are given efficient technical,adminismtive,
and financial support.

MANAGEMENT OF PRIVATE IRRIGATION PROJECTS
Rivatesmallandmedium irrigatedagriculturalpmjectsmofgreateconomic
importance because they form the largest group and they are the most
productive in the agricultural sector.
The national pmgram PROVARZEAS has promoted the development of
more than 65ooO such projects throughout the country.
EffEient management and pewvernnce invariably yield good results
withinareasonsbleperiod.Despitealackofexpericnce.thefarmershavebeen
able to fuUy amortize Wi l m s , thus showing a high management capacity.
They form a Progressve p u p that is anxious to improve living conditions
through an efficientuse of irrigasioo. The farmers would thereforebe receptive
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to and benefit from practical training programs that improve their inigation
management capacity.
Although the farmers share. a common production goal they have different
cultural baclgrounds and motivations for joining an amciation. TIe mining
program should take thesedifferences intoaxount.It ~ p m - i d e ~ o n
on theprinciples andorganizationof associationsand& theadminisaativeand
f m c i a l aspects.
In heterogenous communities,the more educated groups are those most
likely to form associations. They are usually bener informed about marlret
mechanisms and their higher social smtw also lends itself to the process.
In Brazil, the establishment of cooperatives without the spontaneous and
willing support of future members has often been a disastmus experience.
However, water-users associations in southan Brazil have proved to be
socioeconomicallyviableand m e asanenwuragingexampleforesIablishg
others.
The cases of Turuo and Torres m examples of such successes.

*

In Turuo. Santa Catarina state, farmers formed a water-users association 6
years ago. Members paid the equivalent of 12 percent of production value
for water use. At present, the association charges only 2 percent. Per hectare
water consumption has been reduced and more users at.supplied with
water, with obvious economic benefits.

In 1980, rice yields in the area were a meager 1 Mo kilograms per hectare
(kg/ha).Low production even forced some farmers to migrate to cities. But
the PROVAEEAS program changed the situation. In 1981.28 experimental
projects were established over an area of 110 ha. They served as pilot
projects for developing rice crops in 1 325 projects covering 8 975 h a
cropped area increased by 50 percent and production by 310 percent.
Average yields rose from 1 500 kg/ha to almost 6 OOO kg/ha and systemlevel production increased from 12 OOO tons per hectare (*) to 49 Ooot /
ha. Yields exceeding 9 OOO kgha are now frequent. Rice quality also
improved, 90 percent of the rice which used to be mixed to facilitate
marketing, is now of grade 1 quality.

FORMATMNOF WAIER-USERS
ASS~CIATK)NS
rwn ~

*
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InTmes,RioGrandedeSul,thefarmersassociation for farm mec.hanization
suvicesininigateda,APSAT, wasinsttumentalinrapidlyapidlyaansforming
theeconomyoftheirrigationsystem.Animponantfactorforitssuccesswas
the perseverance and able leadership of a lccal farmer.

PROVARZEAS initially provided funds for purchasing basic equipment
and constructing a community storehouse. The impact on cropproduction was
so positive that each fanner now has an individual stonhouse.
But it was not an easy task. A simultaneous M m g program on irrigation
management would have facilitated the work.
At p e n t there an many APSATs in Brazil. But any effon to support
farmers would be hitless without favorable economic conditions.
Another target group for such training programs are the fannas who IVC
geographically isolated. They lack training and the appropriate cultural background. They hope that assochtions organized by philanthropic bodies or
responsible leaders will provide the support they need.
A typical case is that of the Igarqt?-Arzd cooperative in Pad state, where
fanners were in a state of poverty 3 years ago. They were incapable of
prcducing crops, but after 1 year of mo(leaate, well-managed support fmm
PROVARZEAS, they were able to produce 10 OOO sach of rice, using only
traditional techniques.
Training in management would greatly benefit group leaders. Eechycsr.
1OOO such persons could be trained. Although they constitute acomparatively
small number,they would have a multiplying effect by disseminating informaticn
which would be useful for future programs.

Chapter 6

IRRIGATION MANAGEMENT IN COLOMBIA

Enrique SandovalGarcia
SUMMARY
A m m ~ m r e v i e wof landdevelopmcntincolombiathcauthor~tsthe
c m t stam of irrigation in the COMtIy and rnrlyzts thc socioaanomic
context.
Two programs wen. established; one for the modan. lsrgbscale irrigation
sector and the other. for the traditional. d - s c a l c irrigatim scpxoT.
The program for kgc-mde irrigation is divided into two phases for
rehabilitating 15 of the23 systemsadministeredbyHlMAT.Theesmbhhment
of 12 pjem is planna they will covm 181 300 ha and -fit
114 OOO
families.
Fbr the small-scale w o n program, 236 projects were completak they
covered a total area of 18 800 ha (Wf a m i ) . othas a uada way.
Thepmgnunsaremainlyf d f r o m thenataonalbudgetAn investmeat
recovery plan is expected to reduce this dependence on govanment funds.

INTRODUCTION
Colombia. situated in the extreme northwest of South Amnica. has an area of
114 million hectares (ha), 54 percent of which is mainly covered by nalural

n
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Figure 1. Map of Colombia
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forest. The remaining 46 percent is classified as agricultural land for cmp and
livestock production.
Analysesoftheagriculturallandsshowthatonly10.6millionha(20pt
of the area under study) have an inigatbn potential. Lands with irrigation
potential include 6.6 million ha h t can be directly irrigated and4.0 million ha
with some limitations that need to be overcome before they can be irrigated.
At present,841 600ha have an irrigation and d m h g e network, indicating
that Colombia has developed only 12.6 percent of the directly irrigable area,
or only 7.9 percent of the total potential m a .
The Instituto Colombiano de Hidmlogfa, Meteomlogfa y Adecuaci6n de
Tierras(H1MAT)is theoff&5alhydrology,meteorology,andland&velopment
organization with a mandate.to promote. irrigation and drainage programs and
technological development in the agricultural sector.
HIMAT is conducting various studies in different parts of the country, they
include reconnaissance studies (258 OOO ha), identificaton of potential 8n88
(53 OOO ha). prefeasibility studies (645 OOO ha). feasibility studies (178 OOO
ha). and project planning (39 OOO ha).
The efforts undertaken to date by the governmentfor developing new area8
(from identification of potential areas to project execution) cover 30penat of
the total directly irrigable area. The c m t irrigated am will therefon be
expanded by 140 percent on completion of the Projects.
AgricuuurC is the most important economic activity in Colombia and the
sector accounts for 23 petcent of the gross domestic product (GDP).It alsro.
represents more than 70 percent of the country's totalexpons in terms of value.
Approximately 20 million ha of land are currently devoted to agriculture.
The degree of intensification and technological level vary considerably.
Colombia'sagricultcan the~f~beclassifedintotwodistinctsecto~:
the
modem, largescale sector and the eaditional, small-scale sector.
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THE MODERN SECTOR: LARGESCALE IRRIGATION

Background
Large-scalelanddevelopmentbeganinthelate19thcenturywiththewns~tion of the higation system in the baaana-growing mne on the Atlantic const
by the United Ruit Company. P i yeare later.Elecmguas,a govemmeot organization no longer exmnt, completed development of the systems in the
upper Chicamocha,Fivitoba, and S&
valleys (deprtment of B
o
w
)in
central Colombia. Subs#lutntly, the newly appointed Minisay of Ecanomic
Affairs UndeaOoL thedcvelopmcntof the LaRamada system in the plains of
Bogd
The 1marked the start of a pcsioaof intatw&vckpncnt of irtigation
in Colombia A diversion barrage.commissionedby tbe Ministry of Economic
Maim oaabkd the developmeat of the Rio Rccio systan (depmmt of
Tolima). The irrigation systems of the Coello and Saldatla riven (department
of Tolima) were established with sappat from the agricultural credit bank,
Caja de crtdito Agrario. In 1960, the autonomous regional colporation.
Corpomci6n Aut6noma &I Valle del Cauca. initiated the development of the
RoIdhllo-La Uni6n-Toro systwn in the department of Valle &I Cauca
The agrarian reform institute, Instiplto Colombian0 de la Reforma Agraria
(INCORA), was founded in 1%1. It ~ d e l t o o the
k kgea integrationoperation
of irrigated lands with the eslablishment of 15 kr@!hl systems: ManatI.
Repel@ and Santa Lucia (depariment of AtUntko~Marfa La Baja (Bolivar);
Monteria-Mocari, Cere&Lmica, and La Doctrina ((%doh); San Rafael
(Boyd); Abrego and Zulia (Nor@dt Saatanda); Lcbrija (Sanmdef); San
Alfonso. El Porvenir, and El J d (Huila); and Si'bundoy (F'utumayo).
In the 19709, the government commissioned an evaluation of the cunent
status of irrigation systems. It reckoned that rehabilitation of the dwriorating
systems would entail large invatmenu and that such an evaluation should be
carried out before undertaking new projecu. The rehabilitation operation
began in 1982.6 years after HIMAT was given the responsibility for administration and establishment of lend development operations.
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Figure 2. Location ofirrimtinn in Cobmhin.
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Rehabilltation, Completion, and Expansion of Irrigation System

In 1979-1980. the FAO-World Bank Coopwative Pmgm collaborated with
the Colombian government in the idenoiticationaad proposal of an investment
project. Its objective was to rehabiditate existing irrigation and drainage
structures and establish supplemmy infrasmmuc.The operation would be
canid out in 15 of the 23 irrigation systems adminis~eredby HIMAT,that
were. only partiaUy developed. The proposal wm adopted as a land develop
ment strategy in the 1979-1982 national development plan.
The project consisted of two phases:

*

Phase I (BW 1996420 loan). Priority was given to the rehabfitation of
e x i s t i n g ~ t u r eandreplaccmeot
s
of electmmechanicd equipment. Phase
I CoVQcd eight systems (86 OOO ha) and was expected to benefit 13 OOO
familkThedurationofthisphasewhichwasstanedin1982is8years.The
toml investment amounted to US$W million. Additional taslrs included
p h i n a r y studies for Wase II, and extension and technical support

services.

*

phase ll (BW 2667-CO loan). lhis phase began in

1987. The objectives

were rehabilitation. expansion, and completioo of the infmmwwinme
remainingsevensystems(oftbu I5sotactcdfortheproject).PhaseIIcovm
150OOOhaandisexpectedtobwdit59OOOfamilies: irrdraationis6years.
Estimated investment amounts to USS174 million. of which US$114
million ~npvidedas loam To date.USS20 million have been spent on
irrigationanddrainagcinfmmmm, d o n control. small hydraulic
srmctclrcg machinery and equipment. maintenance, and consulring and
hailling savices.

On completion of the two phases, an additional 136 OOO ha will be
wtXciintly developed to produce two crops annually. Annual production is
expected to haeaseby approximately 830OOO tons (t). ?he maincommodities
are sorghum, soybean, oil palm. sesame. cotton. banana, rice.beef. and shrimp.

WUOATKNMANAQUM~WC~IA
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ContribuUon of IrrigaUon System to National Production
In 1988. the tod areadevoted to agrhhmlproduction was 20 million h a
Distribution accadhg to pcctor ir l i d poduction. 79 percent; food
cmpa fa pmcessing, 10polcencfood crops for dircctunwmpabn, 8 pcncens
non-food crops, 3 polcent.
In the syercrns abninistaed by HIMAT ( h t l y a through ~ B t c f - m
aswAtim), 347 OOO ha(1.7 pacent of naUooaluuppedarea) wea cultiMtod
in 1988. DLtrict pmduction w~ll1.18million f npeasntins 5.5 v e n t of
l l a h a l pmductton.
The shen of the HIMAT systaw in nrtioorlproduction of food crops f a
dircctcoosumption was 3 2 pacent.which a m q m d s to 1.6 percent of total
national pmduction.
The systws account for 4.4 paFIlr of nationd srea and 8.2 pexcent of
nationalpuduction of food crops farpomdw
cira*ng lends in the sysiems mrLs Ilp0.9 pexcat of nationalarea and 55
percent of muional production fatbs cuctor.

Constructionof Large.de Irrigation prqiocte
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TRADITIONAL SECTOR SMALLSCALE IRRIGATION
In conrmst to the modem sector,the naditionalsector is characterized by a lack
of capital; low level of technology; difficulty in the aanspors storage, and
marketing of pmduce; and complete dependence on rainfall. production is
limited to basic subsistence crops, with an occasional surplus for local or
regional marlrets.
The small-scale irrigation program was established by the government to
address these problems. It concerns the majority of Colombia's smallholders.
The government hopes that the efforts will have 8 multiplying effect and
improve the welfare of the farmers.
The program aims at a more intensive and rational use of soil and water
r e s o m in systems on slopes and those fed from lakes. It has the following
objectives:
* To settle farmers in rural areas.

*

To guarantee water supply (for agricultural and domestic use) to the largest
possible number of people in these areas, in order to improve living
conditions.

*

Tocounterdryspellsinsummerwhichhaveanadverseeffectonagricul~~
production, and to intensify land use..
To stagger planting dates in order to vary cropping schedules.

The small-scale irrigation projects use permanent water sources. Reservoirs
are created by buildin8 low dams where tppographic and hydrological conditions are suitable.
The program will mainly benefit regions with small holdings. Each project
will cover a maximum area of 300 ha to facilitate the organization of the
community for efficient admimation and production.
Twenty percent of the total infrashucture cost and the total cost of farmlevel irrigation structures will be bome by the water users.

IRRIGATION MANAGEMEW IN COWMBIA
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Program Execution

'

The small-scale. irrigation program, which was completed in June 1989,
undertook 236 projects covering an area of 18 800 ha and benefited 6 600
families. Investments in the projects to date amount to approximately US$8.5
million.
At present, an additional 138projects are under way. They cover 10500 ha
and benefit 5 900 families; the approximate investment amount is US$9.5
million.

Construction of Small-scale Irrigation Systems
During the next 6 years, HIMAT plans to invest USS80 miltion in small-scale
irrigation, with funding from the World Bank (Phase IJI)and USMO million
from other sources. Phase IIl will cover 90 OOO ha and benefit 55 OOO families.

FUNDING POLICY FOR IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

Operation Costs

I

Administration, operation, and maintenance of the systems are primarily
financed from the national budget because irrigation service charges have
remained at a low level. A policy of self-supporting services would eliminate
government subsidies, and thus release funds for additional investments to
rationalize water use.
In keeping with this policy. water m
e
s are being gradually increased
starting from January 1990. Twelve of the 23 systems will become selfsupponing by 1993, and the rest, by 1995.
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The policy is also applied to large-& systems. Adminismion of two
large-& inigation systsnur (CosUo and Saldada) was handad over to waterusera asscciationsand thc diseictsarc now Sctf-rupPOating. Two m m systems
will assume responsibility for administration by late 1990.

Investment Recovery
Recovery on investments made. for irrigation projects is still very limited.
Regulationsare being drafted to detine proccduns for paying off and recovering the original investment.
Recovery for PhaseI of the rehabilitation program. which was completed in
1989. is expected to start in the second half of 1990. Rehabilitation of the
systems in pfiase 11will be completed in 1993.
The funds genemted by water USQS' contributions to HIMAT for realizing
the full economic potential of the projects, will be had in a national fund for
land development and irrigation systems, Fond0 National de Adecuaci6n de
Tierras y Distritosde Riego. It willbe administeredby HIMAT,and will enable
the Institute.to expand its activities.
The two policies, g d u a l inaease of watec charges and users' contributions, will SiBnificantly reduce dependence on the national budget.
HIMAT should thus be able to provide part of the funds to supplement
exte.mil loans by 1993, and the entire national contribution by 1998.

Chapter 7

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS IN MEXICO

Enrique Palacios Velez
INTRODUCTION
JNTHE RBpuBllc of Mexico. approximately 20 million hectans (ha) of land am

cm~erchyear.Thisfrgurecan,howwer,vslysjenificantly;itcannach21
millin ha with adequate. rainfall. and dcmase to only 18 million ha in a dry
year. Buton the 5.5 millionhaof irrigatadland. cmps canbegrown irrespective
of agmclimatic conditions. Of this irrigated area, 3 3 million ha are located in
irrigation system8 (dishitos de riego) and 2.3 million ha in about 27 OOO small
inigation units.
croppedareaintheinigation systtms~present3onlyone-~thofthetotal
arable m a , but the producIion is approximately 30 pucant of national
production; it is 50 percent of the totalvalue if the output of the small irrigation
units is also considered. These systems produce slighUy mote than 70 pacm
of Mexico’swheat and rice, 75 pmfau of oilaceds, 82 peacent of cotton, 30
percent of sugarcane and sorghum, and a high penmtage of the market and
fruit cmps. Figures 1and 2 depict thcperccntagedisaibution of these mopsby
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Figure 1. Distribution of irrigated crops by area.

CERI

Figure 2. Dishibution of irrigated crops by production.

CEREALS 44 5%

OILSEEDS 1 0 0 %

INDUSTRIALCROPS 12 9%
RKETCROPS 1 0 0 %

FORAGE CROPS 4 4
FRUIT 4 1 %
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cropped area and production. It is generally estimated that irrigated areas are
2.5 times more productive than rainfed areas.
The irrigation infrast~~~ture
in the systems mvers about 3 million ha
approximately 10-15pacentofwhichproduccstwocropsannually.About0.5
million water users are.established in the system and the average Size of the
holdings is about 6 ha. It is estimated that these lands directly generate about
100 million person days (8-hour) of work and probably thra times as much
indirectly. Of the w m uaers benefit!ing from the program, about 73 percent
are ejidatariosl occupying about 56 pacent of the area, and 27 percent are
smallholders who farm the remaining 44 percent of the land. Table 1
summarizes the characteristics of the 77 admh&ab ‘veunits of the systems.
Tabk 1. List of iniga!irm systmns in McNm.
No. NUM NAMEOF

BER SYSTBM

AiIEAw

ARBAQI)

1

41 RlOYAQUI

SON

moos

zwsw

z

10 CULUCAN-I~UMAYA

sm

m718

3
4

14 RIOcoLoRADo
75 RIoFuBRm
Z BNORIOBR4VO
17 RWIONLAGUMBRA
51 COSTAHERMosaLo
11 AL.KlRIOLEBMA
38 RIOMAKO

BCN
SIN

201121

nu1
201255
lW88
170140

5
6
7
8
9

TAM

DC
SON
Om
SON

Z9474
2
3
m
8

20826

71995
75158

3092
12961
6061

71016

MCH
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BACKGROUND
The climatic conditions make it necessary to irrigate crops to satisfy the
growing demand for food. The national irrigation commission, Comisidn
Nacional de Inigaci6n (CNI), was established by the Decree of 9 January 1926.
CNI initiated the construction and organization of the national irrigation
systems (sistemas nacionales de riego), which were called distritos de riego
after 1935. A resolution passed on 20 December 1935 brought the systems
under the conml of the national agricultural credit bank, Banco Nacional de
Credit0 Agricola But after 10 years, due to opaating difficulties, they were
ceded back to CNI by the Decree of 30 November 1944. The Ministry of Water
Resources was created in 1947, but the irrigation systemsremained attached to
the Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock production. In February 1951.
however, because of operating difficulties, the systems were integrated with
the Ministry of Water Resources. l3e Decree of 2 January 1953 led to the
formation of governing committees to rationalize the management and
development of the irrigation systems.
By 1960,many oftheirrigationsystemswerevisiblydeterinatingduetothe
lack of an adequate drainage system which led to increased land saliniization.
For this reason,a rehabilitation program was launched the following year, with
funding from the World Bank and financialcommitment of the water users. It
was started in four systems in the northeast and subsequently extended to
others. In the mid-1960s. the national plan for field improvement. Plan
Nacional de Mejoramiento Parcelario (PLAMEPA). was implemented, also
with external support. Its objectives were to improve system management in
order to reduce water conveyance losses and to pmvide technical assistanceto
fanners for better yields and application efficiency. By the end of this plan in
the mid-1970s. irrigation efficiency and cropped am increased significantly.
Annual rates of production increase in the systems were observed to be greater
than5percentduringthiperiodBy 1975,totalcroppedawas 1.3timesthe
physical area of the systems.
In December 1976, the Minisey of Water Resources and the Ministry of
Agriculture and Livestock production were merged. Tkmtler, the Directorate
General of Irrigation Units for Rural Development was united with the
Directorate General of Irrigation Systems; in addition, a Directorate General
of Raiifed Areas was created. Technical assistance to the irrigation systems
was reduced to cover all aspects of production, including rainfed crops.
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In 1985itwasdecidedtomergethe77irrigatiwrsystemsandthe150~fed

areas (disuitos de temporal)to form 192 integmted rural development areas
(disuitos de desarrollo rural). This arrangement was finally legalized by the
Law of 28 January 1988 on Rural Development Anas by which measure the
technical assistance was further reduced.
The directors of those rural development areas where irrigation systems
were located had the added responsibility of lands not requiring the same typc
of water management. The inrreesedburden combined with reduced financial
resourc~affected the maintenance of the irrigation and drainageinfrastructure
and crop yields declined. To ovexwme the problem, the new government
elected in December 1988 created a national water commission, Comisi6n
N a c i d deJ Agua (CNA). higation Operations and maintenance were sqamted
for the higation systems and rural development areas and aansfcnwl to the
new Commission.

WATER AND IRRIGATION INFRASTRUCTURE USE
The volume of water used for irrigation in fhe systems depends on supply from
barrages and other supply sources, but annual average consumption exceeds 30
billion cubic meters (m3).Ofthe total water supply, 53 percent is derived fmm
storage reservoirs,33 percent from surface flows, and 14 percent from deep
wells.
Average conveyance losses due to infdtration and surface runoff are
estimated at 40 percent. Part of the water can be reused,however, because. it
returns either to surface flows or to aquifers from where it canbe pumped. but
a substantial prtion evaporates or reaches the sea without being used. Water
is also lost during application in the fields. CNA is undertaking operational
measures and improving the water conveyance infrashucture to reduce these
losses, Technical assistance is provided to farmers so that they can use water
and land resources with greater efficiency.
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The irrigation and drainage infrastructure in the systems was mainly constructed by the federal government following the creation of CNI in 1926. 'Ihe
work was continued by the Secretaria de Recllrsos Hidraulicos and the
Secretaria de Agricultura y Recursos Hidraulicos. It is now undertaken by

CNAA.
Table 2. The irrigation and drainage in6sstrucnne m Mexico.
Sources of water supply
Storage ~CSCIVO~IV
Diversion barrages
Deep wells

134
393
3 141

Water conveyance
Main c h k (mal):
Lined with concretc
Lined with masomy
Unlined

11464
4022
910
6532

h'

28350
8723
873
18754

km
km

Secondary channels (total)

Lined with c o l l ~ e t e
Lined with masomy
Unlined
conhol S ~ C h u c S(total)
concrete

Masonry
Drainage newak
Length of drains (total)

Main drains
Secondarydrains
Service roads
Total length
Graveled
Dirt
Paved
Buildings

km
km
km

km

km

175 194 km
146412 km
28782 km
25297

Irm

8008 km
17289 Irm

47102
17282
26W6
3228
1416

h
km
km

km
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In recent yews. funds for operation and maintenance of irrigationsystems
have decnased due to reducedcost-sharing by warn users and l o w government
~~~esaconscquenceofthe~iccrisirinthewuntty.Thedeteriorating
physical infrastructure has led to increased conveyance losses and reduced
productivity of water and soil resources.
Considering the production deficits for food and raw materials and the
budgetary reshictions imposed by the federal government, the most economical
way toaugmentagriculturalproductivityis torehabilita~theexislingirriffdtion
systems.
CNA's main objective is to raise the productivity of the existing irrigation
and drainage infrastructureand that of water and soil resources. This program,
which aims to contribute to food self-sufficiency, depends upon the concerted
efforts of water users and state governments.
The second objective is make irrigation systems self-supporting through
increased usex participation in operations, maintenance, wd administration.
According totheguidelinesof the national developmentplan, the responsibility
of administering those systems that have reached an adequate socioeconomic
level will also be turned over to the fanners. The following interventions have
been planned to aaain the objectives:

*

Modernization of 20 irrigation systems, located mainly in the north and
covering a totaJ of 1.9 million ha. Opwation, maintenance, and adminishation
of these systems will be transferred to the water users.

*

Rehabilitation of 40 other systems which total 850 000 ha. Production is
expected to increase substantially. Greater user parlicipation in operating
costs and administrativeactivities should lead to fmancial self-sufficiency.

*

Rehabilitation andother measures in the 17remaining systems, which cover
410 OOO ha. These measures which aim to optimize the infrastructure and
thus improve productivity will be carried out in collaboration with those
involved in the sector, including the state governments and waters users.

These interventions should increase cropped ares in the irrigated systemsby
500000 ha (370000 ha in the 20 systems undergoing modernization and
130 OOO ha in the other 57 irrigation systems) by the end of the currefit 6-year
presidential m.Productivity of soil and water resources is expected lo

